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Introduction
With the discovery of topology in condensed matter systems a new realm of physics has been
opened leading to the discovery of new quantum phenomena and, at times, the observation
of quasi-particle excitations corresponding to low energy analogues of particles predicted in
high energy physics.
One material class in condensed matter physics exhibiting non-trivial topology is called topological semimetals (TSM) [1]. This material class can be divided into two subgroups, namely
Weyl semimetals (WSM) and Dirac semimetals (DSM) [2]. WSMs and DSMs can be thought
of as the three-dimensional (3d) bandstructure analogue of graphene as linear band crossings
occur within these two material groups. A linear crossing point in these two new material
types is often referred to as a nodal point. In WSMs nodal points are called Weyl nodes.
Weyl nodes are topologically protected due to either inversion (P) symmetry or time reversal
(TR) symmetry being broken. This leads to Weyl nodes being stable against perturbations
such as spin orbit interaction (SOI). A further consequence of broken P or TR symmetry is
the appearance of at least two Weyl nodes in the Brillouin zone of a WSM. In DSMs both P
symmetry and TR symmetry are present leading to the appearance of a nodal point, called
the Dirac point (DP), which can be thought of as the stable merger of two Weyl nodes and
thus being fourfold degenerate. In recent years DSMs have been discovered that do not have
a zero-dimensional (0d), i.e. point-like, linear band crossing but a one-dimensional (1d) linear
band crossing. This 1d linear band crossing is re↵ered to as a nodal line (NL). In some cases
this NL connects to itself, forming a nodal loop. E↵ects like charge order, magnetism, and
superconductivity are predicted to occur in TSMs that contain such a nodal loop [3–5].
The materials under study in this thesis, ZrSiS and HfSiS are reported to be NL DSMs.
They belong to the ternary compound family WHM, with W =Zr, Hf, La, H =Si, Ge, Sn,
and M =O, S, Se, Te and host linear dispersing bands over an energy range of 2 eV. ZrSiS
has already shown signs of unusual quasi-2d surface states [6] and unconventional mass enhancement seen in the cyclotron mass [7].
In this thesis an extensive magnetic oscillation (MO) study is performed to characterize the
Fermi surfaces (FS) of ZrSiS and HfSiS and search for topology and correlation e↵ects in
both materials. Using magneto-transport experiments Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations
in the magnetoresistance (MR) are studied. As a complementary technique capacitive magnetometry is used to measure MOs in the magnetization, called de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA)
oscillations. The theoretical framework of this thesis also deals with magnetic breakdown
(MB) theory, as such e↵ects are reported to appear in ZrSiS [7] and HfSiS [8].
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Chapter 1

Theory
In this chapter an introduction to the underlying theory of the e↵ects observed in the experiments is given. In section 1.1 the Boltzmann equation is introduced and it is shown how
transport properties of Bloch electrons in weak electric and magnetic fields can be derived
from it. The e↵ects of Landau quantization and magnetic oscillations of Bloch electrons are
addressed in section 1.2, as both e↵ects are not considered in section 1.1.
In the last section, section 1.3, an introduction to the ternary compound family WHM, with
W =Zr, Hf, La, H =Si, Ge, Sn, and M =O, S, Se, Te, is given. In this thesis only the two
compounds ZrSiS and HfSiS of this material family are considered.

1.1

Kinetic Theory and Semi-Classical Transport

In this section the Boltzmann equation (BE) is introduced. The BE forms the basis of
kinetic theory. In the first part the BE is derived in terms of a semi-classical approach.
Thereafter the concept of the principle of detailed balance is introduced within the framework
of the relaxation time approximation (RTA). It is then used to linearise the BE to obtain
the conductivity in the limit of vanishing temperature in the presence of weak electric and
magnetic fields.
During this introduction to kinetic theory the books by C. Hamaguchi [9] and R. Soto [10]
are followed closely and SI units are used.

1.1.1

Derivation of the Boltzmann Equation

An electron in a periodic lattice (e.g. a crystal) is exposed to a periodic potential generated
by the ions forming the crystal lattice. The electron can be described by a Bloch wave with
quasi-momentum ~~k, where ~k is the wave vector of the electron. For this reason, electrons
described by a Bloch wave are also called Bloch electrons. One speaks of quasi-momentum
because the expectation value of the momentum operator ~ˆp is not equal to ~~k in the case of
Bloch waves.
When an external force F~ is applied to the system the change in the wave vector of the
electron is given by
d~k
~
= F~ .
(1.1.1)
dt
The probability that an electron with wave vector ~k and position ~r at time t occupies a
certain state is given by its distribution function f (~k, ~r, t). Assuming now that an electron
is not subject to scattering, the state of an electron is only changed by an external force F~ .
~
r
The state of the electron with wave vector ~k ddtk dt and position ~r d~
dt
dt dt at a time t
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will move into the state described by f (~k, ~r, t) after a time dt. The rate of change of the
distribution function is then given by
✓

df
dt

◆

=

f (~k

d~
k
r
dt dt, ~

d~
r
dt dt, t)

f (~k, ~r, t)

dt

drift

.

(1.1.2)

The subscript drift is used here because the rate of change of the distribution function, under
the assumption of no collisions, is purely given by the particle flow from one state to another
per time interval dt.
Upon Taylor expanding the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of equation (1.1.2) the
following expression is obtained
"
#
d~k
d~r
d~k ~
d~r ~
@f
~
~
f (k
dt, ~r
dt, t) = f (k, ~r, t)
· r~k f +
· r~r f +
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
@t
+ O(dt2 ).

(1.1.3)

~ indicate either taking the partial derivative
The subscripts used for the nabla operator, r,
~
with respect to the wave vector k or taking the partial derivative with respect to the position
in real space ~r. Note that ~k and ~r only depend on the time t and the full derivative with
respect to t can be taken. By keeping only terms up to the order of O(dt) of equation (1.1.3)
r
and using the relation d~
v the drift term can be expressed as
dt = ~
✓ ◆

df
1 ~ ~
~ ~r f + @f ,
=
(F · r~k f ) + ~v · r
(1.1.4)
dt drif t
~
@t
where equation (1.1.1) is used to replace the time derivative of the wave vector ~k. Up until
now a perfect crystal has been considered where no scattering of electrons takes place. In
reality, however, lattice imperfections can cause electrons to undergo scattering events which
also cause the distribution function to change by a rate (df /dt)coll . The steady state condition
for a system in equilibrium then becomes
✓ ◆
✓ ◆
df
df
+
= 0,
(1.1.5)
dt drift
dt coll
Inserting equation (1.1.4) into (1.1.5) one obtains
@f
1
~ ~ f + ~v · r
~ ~r f =
+ F~ · r
k
@t
~

✓

df
dt

◆

,

(1.1.6)

coll

which is called the Boltzmann equation (BE).

1.1.2

Relaxation Time Approximation

Consider a uniform crystal. There, the distribution function is independent of the position
vector ~r and can be written as f (~k), where the explicit notation of the time dependence is
dropped for simplicity.
The next step is to find an expression for the collision term of the BE. Defining the rate of
increase of the distribution function in the state ~k due to scattering from all other possible
states ~k 0 as P(~k 0 , ~k) and and the rate of decrease in the state ~k as P(~k, ~k 0 ), the rate of change
of the distribution function due to collisions can be written as
✓ ◆
o
Xn
df
=
P(~k 0 , ~k)f (~k 0 )[1 f (~k)] P(~k, ~k 0 )f (~k)[1 f (~k 0 )] .
(1.1.7)
dt coll
~
k0
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The factor f (~k 0 )[1 f (~k)] defines the probability of a state with ~k 0 being occupied by an
electron and the state with ~k being unoccupied.
For the case that f (~k) is small the conditions f (~k), f (~k 0 ) ⌧ 1 hold and equation (1.1.7)
reduces to
✓ ◆
o
Xn
df
=
P(~k 0 , ~k)f (~k 0 ) P(~k, ~k 0 )f (~k) .
(1.1.8)
dt coll
~
k0

In thermal equilibrium the distribution function is given by f (~k) = f0 (~k) and the rate of
change of the distribution function due to collisions is zero. Note that f0 (~k) is the FermiDirac distribution function. This results in the principle of detailed balance, given by
P(~k 0 , ~k)f0 (~k 0 ) = P(~k, ~k 0 )f0 (~k).

(1.1.9)

R
P
Using equation (1.1.9) and taking the thermodynamic limit ( ~k0 ! V
(1.1.8) can be written as
"
#
✓ ◆
Z
~
df
d3 k 0
0
0 f0 (k)
~
~
~
~
= V
P(k, k ) f (k) f (k )
,
dt coll
(2⇡)3
f0 (~k 0 )

d3 k 0
(2⇡)3 ),

equation

(1.1.10)

with V = L3 the volume of the crystal. For weak external forces the distribution function
does not deviate too much from thermal equilibrium and the distribution function can be
Taylor expanded as
f (~k) = f0 (~k) + f (~k),
(1.1.11)
⇣
⌘
where all higher order terms have been neglected due to f (~k) ⌧ f0 (~k) and O ( f (~k))2 ⌧
1. Assuming now that only elastic collisions take place, i.e. the change in energy due to
scattering from the initial to the final state is negligible, the condition f0 (~k) ⇠
= f0 (~k 0 ) holds.
Combining the assumption of elastic collisions together with equation (1.1.11), equation
(1.1.10) becomes
"
#
✓ ◆
Z
3 0
~k 0 )
df
d
k
f
(
0
=
f (~k)V
P(~k, ~k ) 1
dt coll
(2⇡)3
f (~k)
f (~k)
⌘
⌧ (~k)
f (~k) f0 (~k)
=
,
(1.1.12)
⌧ (~k)
where ⌧ (~k) is the relaxation time and is defined as
1
=
⌧ (~k)

V

Z

"
d3 k 0
0
~
~
P(k, k ) 1
(2⇡)3

#
f (~k 0 )
.
f (~k)

(1.1.13)

Note that the relaxation time is dependent on the wave vector ~k and therefore dependent
on the energy. In a more general discussion equation (1.1.12) is obtained for all kinds of
crystalline solids (i.e. insulators, metals, semi-metals) by applying Fermi’s golden rule to
equation (1.1.8), as is done in the book of R. Soto in chapter 8.3.4 [10].
The BE in the context of the RTA is then given by
@f
1
~ ~ f + ~v · r
~ ~r f =
+ F~ · r
k
@t
~

f

f0
⌧

,

where for simplicity the notation of all variable dependencies has been omitted.
6

(1.1.14)

1.1.3

Linearised Boltzmann Equation for Weak Electric and Magnetic Fields

As mentioned at the end of section 1.1.2, the form of the BE in the context of the RTA
also applies to metals, which are discussed in more detail in the following. To see what
e↵ects weak electric and magnetic fields have on the system, the BE has to be linearised. For
simplicity only a single energy band is considered with a free electron-like energy dispersion
given by
p2
2m⇤
~2 k 2
=
,
(1.1.15)
2m⇤
with m⇤ the e↵ective mass of the energy band. In this approximation the e↵ective mass m⇤
is a scalar quantity but in general it can have the form of a tensor. Note that from now on
@
partial derivatives are written as @q
⌘ @q , with q the variable of interest. It is also assumed
that equation (1.1.11) holds. All derivations following are done for three-dimensional (3d)
space.
The second term on the left hand side (LHS) of equation (1.1.14), using (1.1.15) and the
chain rule, can be written as
✏

=

1~ ~
1
~ ~ ✏ (@✏ f ) = F~ · ~v (@✏ f ) .
F · r~k f = F~ · r
(1.1.16)
k
~
~
The last assumption to be made is that all external fields are homogeneous and that no
spatial gradient due to temperature (T (~r) = const.) or chemical potential (µ(~r) = const.)
fluctuations exists.
Case of a Static Electric Field
In the presence of a weak, static electric field E~0 , no external magnetic field being applied,
the force F~ acting on a system of free electrons is given by
F~ =
where e ⌘ |e| is the elementary charge.
The BE now takes the form
f=

eE~0 ,

(1.1.17)

⌧ eE~0 · ~v ( @✏ f0 ) .

(1.1.18)

Due to the assumption of a static and homogeneous electric field the time derivative and the
~ ~ f is neglected due
spatial gradient are zero. Additionally, the term proportional to F~ · r
k
to being of second order of smallness. For the case of on energy band the electrical current
density due to the previously derived change in the distribution function is given by
XZ
d3 k
~| = e
~v f,
(1.1.19)
3
1st BZ (2⇡)
where the sum over represents the degeneracy due to spin, and the integration takes part
over the first Brillouin zone (BZ). Remembering that the following identity holds
Z
XZ
d3 k
=
d✏⌫(✏),
(1.1.20)
3
1st BZ (2⇡)
with ⌫(✏) the density of states, the i-th component of equation (1.1.19) is given by
Z
ji = e2 d✏⌫(✏)⌧ (✏)vi E0j vj ( @✏ f0 ) ,
⌘

j
ij E0
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(1.1.21)

where Einstein summation is used and the conductivity tensor
Z
2
d✏⌫(✏)⌧ (✏)vi vj ( @✏ f0 ) .
ij = e

ij

has been defined as
(1.1.22)

Noting that the conductivity tensor is zero for i 6= j and that vi2 = 13 |~v |2 due to the considered
band dispersion, equation (1.1.22) becomes in the limit of vanishing temperature (T ! 0)
Z
e2
=
d✏⌫(✏)⌧ (✏)|~v |2 ( @✏ f0 )
(1.1.23)
ij
ij
3
Z
e2
= ij
d✏⌫(✏)⌧ (✏)|~v |2 (✏ ✏F )
3
e2
= ij ⌫(✏F )⌧ (✏F )vF2 ,
(1.1.24)
3
where ✏F denotes the Fermi energy, and all quantities are replaced by their respective value
at this specific energy. Furthermore, it is used that in the limit of T ! 0 the Fermi-Dirac
distribution has a sharp transition from occupied to unoccupied states so that its derivative
( @✏ f0 ) with respect to energy can be replaced with a delta function centred around the
Fermi energy. Introducing the mean free path (MFP) as l(✏F ) = ⌧ (✏F )vF , equation (1.1.24)
becomes
e2
⌫(✏F )l(F )vF .
(1.1.25)
ij = ij
3
p
~~
k
Using the relation ~v = m
✏, equation (1.1.23) can also be written as
⇤ and that in 3d ⌫(✏) /
Z
2e2
= ij
d✏⌫(✏)⌧ (✏)✏ ( @✏ f0 )
ij
3m⇤
Z
2e2 ⌧ (✏F )
= ij
d✏⌫(✏)✏ ( @✏ f0 )
3m⇤
Z
e2 ⌧ (✏F )
= ij
d✏⌫(✏)f0
m⇤
ne2 ⌧ (✏F )
= ij
,
(1.1.26)
m⇤
R
where integration by parts was used and n = d✏⌫(✏)f0 is the electron density. Note that
this result is equal to the Drude conductivity.
From equations (1.1.25) and (1.1.26) it can be seen that the conductivity of a metal remains
finite in the limit T ! 0 and only depends on the properties at the Fermi energy of the ma2
2
⌧ (✏F )
terial. Defining the scalar conductivity 0 = e3 ⌫(✏F )l(✏F )vF = ne m
, equations (1.1.25)
⇤
and (1.1.26) are given by
(1.1.27)
ij = ij 0 ,
and equation (1.1.21) becomes
ji =

j
0 ij E0 .

(1.1.28)

Case of a Static Electric and Magnetic Field
When in addition to the already discussed electric field an external, static magnetic field is
present the force acting on the system is given by
⇣
⌘
~0 ] ,
F~ = e E~0 + [~v ⇥ B
(1.1.29)

~0 a static magnetic field. In the
with E~0 the static electric field, ~v the electron velocity, and B
following, weak magnetic fields are assumed. This means that the scattering time is much
8

smaller than the time needed to complete a full cyclotron orbit, i.e. !c ⌧ ⌧ 1, with !c the
cyclotron frequency. In this case equation 1.1.11 still holds and the linearised BE is given by
⌘
e ⇣~
~0 ] · r
~ ~ (f0 + f ) = 1 f.
E0 + [~v ⇥ B
(1.1.30)
k
~
⌧
~ ~ f0 = m⇤~v (@✏ f0 ) is parallel to the term in the force F~ containing the magnetic
Noting that ~1 r
k
~ ~ f is of the second order of smallness due to f / E~0 , equation (1.1.30)
field and that E~0 · r
k
can be written as
e⌧
~0 ] · r
~ ~v f = e⌧~v E~0 ( @✏ f0 ),
f
[~v ⇥ B
(1.1.31)
m⇤
~ ~ = 1⇤ r
~ ~v is used. From this equation it is seen that the solution for
where the relation ~1 r
k
m
f in the case of only an external electric field has to be modified by a quantity depending
on the velocity and the applied magnetic field. The most general solution is given by
~0 )vi E0j ,
f = Aij (v, B

(1.1.32)

~0 ) a 3 ⇥ 3 tensor.
with double indices indicating the Einstein summation rule, and Aij (v, B
Substituting equation (1.1.32) into (1.1.31) gives
Aij vi E0j
=
Aij vi E0j
=
Aij vi E0j
=

e⌧
@
✏ijl vi B0j
[Amn vm E0n ] =
m⇤
@vl
e⌧ vi E0i ( @✏ f0 )
⇢
e⌧
@Amn
✏
v
B
=
ijl i 0j
lm Amn E0n + vm E0n
m⇤
@vl
e⌧ vi E0i ( @✏ f0 )
e⌧
✏ijl vi B0j {[ lm Amn E0n + m⇤ vl (vm E0n @✏ Amn )]} =
m⇤
e⌧ vi E0i ( @✏ f0 ),

(1.1.33)

which reduces to
e⌧
✏ijl vi B0j Aln E0n =
m⇤

Aij vi E0j

e⌧ vi E0i ( @✏ f0 ).

(1.1.34)

It is stressed that the Levi-Civita tensor ✏ijl is not to be confused with ✏ which denotes the
energy.
Dividing the variables v and E0 out of equation (1.1.34) and readjusting the indices gives
ij Aij

=

e⌧ ( @✏ f0 ),

(1.1.35)

ij

e⌧
✏ijl B0l .
m⇤

(1.1.36)

with
ij

=

Equation (1.1.32) then becomes
f=

1

e⌧ ( @✏ f0 )

ij

vi E0j .

(1.1.37)

Note that ij depends on the e↵ective mass m⇤ and therefore depends on the energy ✏. To
obtain the conductivity tensor ij the same procedure is followed, as was done for equation
(1.1.24). The following result is the obtained
ij

=

1

0

(✏F )

ij

.

(1.1.38)

Defining the resistivity tensor as E~0 = ⇢~|, one obtains
⇢ij =

1
0

9

ij (✏F ).

(1.1.39)

Note that ij is antisymmetric under the exchange of indices if i 6= j and therefore ij and
⇢ij are antisymmetric, too.
In experiments where the electric field is usually defined to be applied in the x-direction and
the magnetic field is applied in the z-direction, the resistivity tensor takes the explicit form
of
0
1
1
!c ⌧ 0
1 @
!c ⌧
1
0A ,
⇢=
(1.1.40)
0
0
0
1

0
with !c = eB
m⇤ the cyclotron frequency. The longitudinal magnetoresistance (MR) can be
defined as defined as
⇢xx (B0 ) ⇢xx (B0 = 0)
MR =
.
(1.1.41)
⇢xx (B0 = 0)

In this thesis a slightly di↵erent definition of the MR is used, namely
M R = Rxx (B0 )

Rxx (B0 = 0).

(1.1.42)

Here the longitudinal resistance Rxx is used instead of the tensor element ⇢xx of the resistivity
tensor. The motivation behind this can be found in section 2.3 of chapter 2. It is clear from
equation (1.1.40) that the M R vanishes in the above considered case due to the isotropic
band dispersion (see equation (1.1.15)). For the more general case of a paraboloid model,
with
~2 k i k j
✏ = m⇤ 1 ij
,
(1.1.43)
2
the M R vanishes, too. In the case of non-parabolic bands a non-vanishing M R is obtained
which gives rise to a signal / B02 for weak magnetic fields. The M R is also non-zero in the
case of a simple model of a semi-metal given by two parabolic bands, one electron-like the
other one hole-like, with no interband scattering. Note that the M R does not depend on the
carrier type, i.e. electrons or holes are treated equally.
Considering, again, the case of only one carrier type being present (e.g. the case of a metal)
one has to consider the Hall resistance ⇢yx ⌘ RH , given by
RH =

!c ⌧
0

=

B0
,
ne

(1.1.44)

to be able to see which carrier is present. Here equation (1.1.26) is used. From the sign of
RH the carrier type can be determined (positive for electrons, negative for holes) and from
the slope the carrier density n can be obtained.
~ as the
It has to be stressed that the book of R. Soto [10] uses the magnetic induction B
~
magnetic field instead of the ’real’ external magnetic field H. The argument is, as given
by A.B. Pippard [11], that inside a material the behaviour of electrons is governed by the
~ and the magnetisation M
~ of the material, which combined give
external magnetic field H
the magnetic induction via
~ = µ0 ( H
~ +M
~ ).
B
(1.1.45)
In all of the above derivations quantum mechanical e↵ects like Landau quantization, magnetic oscillations, and magnetic breakdown have been neglected. In the next section a brief
introduction on these topics is given in the context of fermiology.
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1.2

Fermiology

Fermiology is a field of physics concerning the shape of the Fermi surface (FS) of a material.
By analysing the oscillatory behaviour of the material’s physical properties in magnetic fields
the FS can be mapped. These magnetic oscillations (MO) are a result of the quantization
of the allowed k-space area that depends on the magnetic field. Due to the quantized area
in k-space the energy dispersion is quantized, too. The dominant contribution of the MOs
stem from closed extremal electron- or hole-like orbits on the FS.
In the case of multiple pockets at the FS, separated only by a small gap in k-space, an
external magnetic field can cause magnetic breakdown (MB) when it exceeds a certain MB
field value. It describes the phenomenon of charge carriers tunnelling through a momentum
gap in k-space causing the observation of extremal orbits consisting of combinations of closed
extremal orbits of individual pockets. In some special cases of MB also open orbits can cause
an oscillating signal of the material’s physical properties.
In this section the book of D. Shoenberg [12] is closely followed. At some points also C.
Kittel’s book [13] is used as qualitative insight. Both books use Gaussian units. For this
reason Gaussian units are also adapted in this section. Furthermore, the definition of e = |e|
is used again. It is also stressed that when following Shoenberg only the external applied
~ is used, as opposed to the justification of the use of the magnetic induction B
~ as the
field H
magnetic field (see end section 1.1.3). Unfortunately C. Kittel’s book [13] uses the magnetic
~ as the magnetic field.
induction B
In the following only the case of metals is considered.

1.2.1

Landau Quantization

As mentioned in section 1.1.3 the e↵ects of Landau quantization due to an applied magnetic
field have been neglected because !c ⌧ ⌧ 1 was assumed, indicating that carriers scatter before
they can complete a full cyclotron orbit. For stronger magnetic fields with !c ⌧
1 quantum
mechanical (QM) e↵ects become important that lead to a quantized energy spectrum.
Following the second section in chapter 2 of D. Shoenberg’s book [12], the force on a free
electron is given by the Lorentz force
~

e
d~k
~
=
(~v ⇥ H),
dt
c

(1.2.1)

with c the speed of light and the electron velocity ~v , which is related to the energy ✏ by
~v =

1~
r~ ✏.
~ k

(1.2.2)

The Lorentz force is perpendicular to the electron velocity and can therefore do no work
on the system. The energy of the system stays the same. It is also evident from equation
(1.2.2) that ~k has to be tangential to a constant energy surface as ~v is normal to this energy
surface and also perpendicular to the wave vector. The condition that the wave vector has be
~ then results in the electron performing an orbit given by
perpendicular to the applied field H
the crossing of a constant energy surface and a plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic
~ and ~rH k H,
~ and ~k = k~0 +~, with k~0 ? H
~ and ~ k H,
~
field. Defining ~r = r~0 +~rH , with r~0 ? H
and integrating equation (1.2.1) with respect to time gives
~(~k
which can be written as

~k0 ) =
|r~0

e
(~r
c

r~0 0 | = ⌘|~k
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~
~r0 ) ⇥ H,
~k0 |,

(1.2.3)

(1.2.4)

with r~0 0 and ~k0 being the positions in real and reciprocal space, respectively, at some particular time, and a scaling factor
c~
⌘=
.
(1.2.5)
eH
Note that the real space orbit of the electron is rotated by 90 deg with respect to the orbit of
the electron in k-space. Separating equation (1.2.1) by variables, using relation (1.2.2), and
integrating, the angular cyclotron frequency of the k-orbit is found to be
!c =

eH
,
cm

(1.2.6)

with the cyclotron mass m defined as
m :=

~2
2⇡

✓

@a
@✏

◆

,

(1.2.7)



where a is the area the orbit encloses in k-space and the subscript indicates that ~ is kept
constant. Sometimes mc is used as notation of the cyclotron mass, but here m is used at all
times. For free electrons in monovalent metals a spherical FS is a good approximation. In
this case the dispersion relation is given by
✏=

~2
(k 02 + 2 ),
2m0

(1.2.8)

with k 2 = k 02 + 2 and m0 free electron mass. The area in k-space at a constant energy and
constant  is then simply given by a circle
a = ⇡k 02 ,

(1.2.9)

The dispersion relation (1.2.8) thus becomes
✏=

~2 a
( + 2 ),
2m0 ⇡

(1.2.10)

When applying equation (1.2.7) to this dispersion relation the free electron mass m0 is obtained as cyclotron mass m. For a non-parabolic dispersion relation the cyclotron mass is
always di↵erent from the free electron mass.
Due the nature of the Fermi-Dirac distribution, as is shown in section 1.1, only states close
to the FS are relevant. For free electrons in the limit of T ! 0 the Fermi energy, ⇣ is defined
as
~2 kF2
⇣=
,
(1.2.11)
2m0
introducing the Fermi wave vector
kF = (3⇡ 2 n)1/3 ,

(1.2.12)

with n the electron density. Using the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule for periodic motion
I
p~ · d~q = (r + )2⇡~,
(1.2.13)
with a phase, and r an integer, that is not to be confused with the modulus of the real-space
position vector |~r|. From this the energy quantization in magnetic fields can be derived. The
~ with A
~ the vector potential of the
momentum in a magnetic field is given by p~ = ~~k ec A,
0
~
~
magnetic field H, and ~q = r . The relation between the vector potential and the magnetic
field is given by
~ =r
~ ⇥ A.
~
H
(1.2.14)
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Using equation (1.2.3) and Stokes theorem then gives the magnetic flux
space area ↵ of the electron orbit
⌘ H↵ = (r + )

0,

through the real(1.2.15)

with 0 = 2⇡~c
the flux quantum. To relate the magnetic flux to the k-space area a equation
e
(1.2.4) is used, giving
✓
◆2
c~
↵ = ⌘2 a =
a,
(1.2.16)
eH
which results in the Lifshitz-Onsager relation
a(E, ) = (r + )

2⇡eH
.
c~

(1.2.17)

Note that a is dependent on the energy ✏ and  due to equation (1.2.10). It can be shown
that for fermions in a parabolic band = 12 . Substituting the Lifshitz-Onsager relation with
the explicit value of = 12 into the dispersion relation (1.2.10) gives the quantized energy
spectrum
1
~ 2 2
E = (r + ) 0 H +
,
(1.2.18)
2
2m0
e~
with 0 = cm
being twice the Bohr magneton. The Bohr magneton is a physical constant
0
and used as unit to express the magnetic moment of an electron. The subscript 0 indicates
that this result is obtained for nearly free electrons. From equation (1.2.18) it is evident that

~2
1
(k 02 + ky02 ) = (N + )
2m0 x
2

0 H,

(1.2.19)

which is the expression for a cut in the Landau tubes at a constant . Landau tubes can
also be termed Landau levels. From now on only the term Landau level (LL) is used. When
Zeeman splitting is taken into account equation (1.2.18) becomes
1
✏ = (r + )
2

0H

1
± g
2

0H

+

~ 2 2
.
2m0

(1.2.20)

The g-factor for free electron is g = g0 ' 2, but can be modified due to spin-orbit interaction
(SOI) and many-body interactions. In the rest of the discussion the e↵ect of Zeeman splitting
is neglected.
Figure 1.2.1.1 shows two examples of LLs for a spherical FS (figure 1.2.1.1(a)) and an ellipsoidal FS (figure 1.2.1.1(b)) for which the ellipsoid axis is not in the same direction as the
applied magnetic field.
In general the energy spacing between two adjacent LLs at a constant  is given by
✏

r=1

= ~!c = H,

(1.2.21)

e~
where !c and = cm
are given in terms of the cyclotron mass m. All of the previously
available states are restricted to lie on LLs for strong enough magnetic fields. The LLs
therefore have to have a certain degeneracy D, so that all electrons can condense onto the
LLs. Considering equation (1.2.17) the di↵erence in k-space area for adjacent LLs at a
constant  is given by
2⇡eH
a=
,
(1.2.22)
c~
from which the degeneracy of a LL of length d can be calculated as

D=

V 2⇡eH
V eH
d =
d,
4⇡ 3 c~
2⇡ 2 c~
13

(1.2.23)

Figure 1.2.1.1: (a) LLs for a spherical FS. (b) LLs for an ellipsoidal FS with the ellipsoidal axis not
being parallel to the applied magentic field H. Adapted from [12].
3

with 4⇡
V the volume of a single state in k-space with spin degeneracy taken into account,
and V the real-space volume of the material.
Looking again at equation (1.2.17) one can also derive the di↵erence in inverse magnetic field
such that two successive LLs would have the same area on the FS, i.e.
✓ ◆ ✓
◆
1
1
1
2⇡e
=
=
.
(1.2.24)
H
Hr+1
Hr
c~a
From equation (1.2.24) it is evident that MOs are periodic with respect to the inverse magnetic field, and that with increasing magnetic field one by one each LL leaves the FS for
a specific magnetic field depending on the integer r of the LL until the quantum limit is
reached, i.e. until all electrons condense onto the LL with r = 0. The case of all LLs being
completely filled is given by
sD = N,
(1.2.25)
with s denoting the quantum number r of the highest LL, N is the total number of electrons
of the system, which is is constant, and D is the degeneracy factor of the LLs given by
equation (1.2.23).

1.2.2

Magnetic Oscillations

Having discussed the phenomenon of Landau quantization due to a magnetic field one can
now explore the origins of MOs in the physical properties of a material. At times, MOs are
termed quantum oscillations, but only the term MOs is used throughout this thesis.
Here, MOs occurring in the magnetisation are discussed, explicitly. The observable e↵ect of
MOs in the magnetisation is called the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) e↵ect.
First, the case of a two-dimensional slab of a LL at the FS in the limit of vanishing temperature (T ! 0) is considered before integrating over the component of the wave vector parallel
to the magnetic field. Thereafter, the phase smearing e↵ects due to finite temperature, scattering, and spin are shortly introduced. At the end, MOs in the resistivity are qualitatively
discussed. This e↵ect is referred to as the Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) e↵ect.
In this section all oscillating quantities are indicated by a tilde on top.
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De Haas-van Alphen E↵ect
The magnetization of a material is a thermodynamic property. To be able to derive it one
first has to consider the thermodynamic potential
⌦=F

N ⇣,

(1.2.26)

with N the number of particles , ⇣ the Fermi energy, and F being the free energy of the
system, given by
F = E T S.
(1.2.27)
E denotes the internal energy of the system, and S is called the entropy. The magnetization
is then defined as
~ = (r
~ ~ ⌦)⇣ .
M
(1.2.28)
H
The magnetization has a contribution parallel to magnetic field and another contribution
perpendicular to the magnetic field. These two contributions are given by
Mk =

(@H ⌦)⇣

(1.2.29)

and

1
(@✓ ⌦)⇣,H ,
(1.2.30)
H
with the angle ✓ defining the plane in which the variation of ⌦ depending on direction of the
magnetic field is the strongest. Subscripts again indicate the quantities that are kept constant during di↵erentiation. Note that keeping ⇣ constant in equation (1.2.30) by no means
indicates that ⇣ does not oscillate. In contrary, there are MOs present in the Fermi energy
⇣. In the following, only the explicit form of the parallel component of the magnetization is
given.
Taking ✏r as solution for equation (1.2.17) with the degeneracy given by (1.2.23) the thermodynamic potential for LLs is in general given by
✓
◆
Z 1
eHV X
⌦ = kB T
d
ln(1 + e(⇣ ✏r )/kB T ).
(1.2.31)
2⇡ 2 c~
1
r
M? =

Taking the limit of vanishing temperature, i.e. T ! 0K, and considering the contribution of
LLs in some range  the thermodynamic potential reduces to
⌦=D

n
X

(✏r

⇣),

(1.2.32)

r=0

where it is assumed that all levels lie below the Fermi energy at all times and are always fully
occupied. Performing an Euler-Maclaurin series, Fourier analysing the result and applying
equation (1.2.29), one obtains the oscillating part of the parallel magnetization component
fk = µ N
e
M

(1.2.33)

with the magnetic moment µ being defined as
µ=

~2 A
,
2⇡mc

(1.2.34)

where A is the area enclosed by the orbit in k-space. So MOs in the two-dimensional slab
are due to oscillations in the number of electrons because each electron carries a magnetic
moment µ.
However, in real systems N is constant when no extra carriers are added to the system. This
implies that the highest occupied level is only partially filled, except when the magnetic field
15

is such that all LLs are completely filled, as given by equation (1.2.25). So with decreasing
field LL after LL is filled with an occupancy rising from 0 to D, as defined in (1.2.23). It is
easily seen that due to this MOs appear in ⇣ because the Fermi energy automatically sticks
to the highest occupied LL, which is discontinuous as a LL enters or leaves the FS. Keeping
N constant it is easier to calculate the magnetization via the internal energy E, i.e.
✓
◆
@( E)
Mk =
.
(1.2.35)
@H
N
MOs in the magnetization therefore arise due to fluctuations in the internal energy of the
system. This is schematically illustrated in figure 1.2.2.1 where the internal energy of the
system is plotted at di↵erent magnetic field values. It is seen that as the magnetic field is
increased from H = 0 in the region denoted by (a) to a value of H1 6= 0 in region (b) Landau
tubes form. Increasing the magnetic field even further to a value of H2 in region (c) or H3
in region (e) then changes the internal energy E, indicated by the schematic grey regions.
region (d) for clarity only indicates the case of H = 0.
H

H2

H1

H

H3

H1

Figure 1.2.2.1: Schematic view of the internal energy distribution of electrons in a magnetic field.
(a) For H = 0 all states are occupied up to the Fermi level. (b) For H1 6= 0 Landau levels form
that are evenly spaced by ~!c . Increasing the magnetic field to a value of (c) H2 or (e) H3 gives an
internal energy oscillating around its equilibrium value. (d) just indicates the case of H = 0 again.
Adapted from [13].

After integration over , the oscillating part of the parallel component of the magnetization
for a parabolic band dispersion is given by
fk
M

=

◆1/2 X
✓

1
1
F
1
N0
{
sin 2⇡p
3/2
H
2
25/2 ⇡
p
p=1
✓ ◆X
✓

◆
1
5 H
1
F
1
⇡
+
cos 2⇡p
},
4⇡ F p=1 p5/2
H
2
4
3

✓

H
F

⇡
4

◆
(1.2.36)

with N0 = (V /3⇡ 2 )(2m⇣/~2 )3/2 and p an integer indicating the pth harmonic of the fundamental frequency F of the MOs. The periodicity of the MOs is given with respect to the
inverse magnetic field, as roughly derived at the end of the last section (see equation (1.2.24)),
and the frequency F of an oscillation is given by
F =

c~
A,
2⇡e
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(1.2.37)

with A the extremal area of the FS in k-space. The reason that only the extremal areas
of the FS are important is that during integration over  only a small range of values of 
around its values where the FS has extrema gives a dominant contribution to the MOs. The
rest gives almost no contribution due to dephasing.
Taking into account the phase smearing e↵ects of finite temperatures, scattering, and spin,
the three following reduction factors are obtained respectively, i.e.
RT =

pX
2⇡ 2 pkB T / H
⌘
,
sinh(2⇡ 2 pkB T / H)
sinh(pX)

(1.2.38)

with X = 2⇡ 2 kB T / H and kB the Boltzmann constant,
RD = exp( 2⇡ 2 pkB x/ H),

(1.2.39)

with x = ~/2⇡kB ⌧ the Dingle temperature, and
RS = cos(

p⇡gm
),
2m0

(1.2.40)

with m/m0 indicating the increase or decrease of the cyclotron mass with respect to the free
electron mass. By multiplying equation (1.2.36) with the three reduction factors describes
the MOs of the magnetization. The resulting equation is then called the Lifshitz-Kosevich
(LK) formula.
E↵ects due to many-body interactions are not discussed.
Shubnikov-de Haas e↵ect
Besides MOs in thermodynamic properties of a material oscillations also occur in the density
e
of states (DoS) D(⇣).
Due to the scattering time depending on the DoS and the resistivity depending on the scattering time MOs also occur in the resistivity. This is called the
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) e↵ect.

1.2.3

Magnetic Breakdown

For a FS with multiple pockets of the same or di↵erent carrier type that are separated by a
small energy gap in k-space, another phenomenon, called magnetic breakdown (MB) occurs
when the applied magnetic field reaches a specific MB field value. The charge carriers then
have a field-dependent probability to tunnel through a forbidden region in k-space and reach
an adjacent Fermi pocket. The dHvA or the SdH frequency spectrum therefore becomes
much more complex as MB gives rise to combined extremal orbits consisting of individual
extremal orbits of the FS. This means that besides the frequencies of individual extremal
orbits the spectrum of the MOs also contains frequencies given by the combinations and
di↵erences of individual orbits.
The criterion for MB to occur is given by Blount [14] as
~!c &

✏2g
,
⇣

(1.2.41)

with !c the cyclotron frequency, ✏g the energy gap, and ⇣ the Fermi energy. For free electrons,
the probability P of MB to occur is expressed as
P =e

H0 /H

H✏2

,

(1.2.42)

with H0 ⇠ ~!cg⇣ the MB field. Consider as an example the free electron-like FS of a hexagonal
metal along the hexad axis, as seen in figure 1.2.3.1. For magnetic fields below the MB field
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Figure 1.2.3.1: Cross sectionional view along the hexad axis of the extremal orbits of nearly free
electrons of a metal with hexagonal structure with the magnetic field pointing out of the paper.
Arrows indicate the direction of circulation of the di↵erent orbits. For low fields the electron-like
orbit b and hole-like orbit a occur. Increasing the magnetic field to the MB field value H0 and beyond
gives rise to the MB orbit c, indicated by the dashed line. Adapted from [12].

the only orbits present are electron- and hole-like orbits, indicated by b and a in figure 1.2.3.1,
respectively. When the MB field is reached the big circular orbits, indicated by c in figure
1.2.3.1, become increasingly likely as the magnetic field is increased.
Taking now only two spherical FS into consideration one obtains the following possible MB
orbits, as shown in figure 1.2.3.2. There are two basic combinations of the orbits a and b,
as defined in figure 1.2.3.1, denoted as the breakdown orbits , which was first called the
c orbit in figure 1.2.3.1, and the L orbit. An important thing to note is that a MB orbit
semi-classically can not go against the circulation direction of an electron- or hole like orbit.
From the two basic MB orbits and L then other combinations can be made, as shown in
figure 1.2.3.2.
The MB orbits from figure 1.2.3.2 do not represent the real MB orbits as the crystal potential
will round out sharp corners. The right orbits are shown in figure 1.2.3.3. Here a and b denote
the part of the enclosed MB orbit areas that are added or subtracted from the original MB
orbits, respectively. Note that the naming of the added or subtracted MB orbit areas must
not be confused with the naming of the electron- and hole-like orbits of figure 1.2.3.1.
The MB field value up until now is taken to be proportional to the square of the energy gap
✏g which is given by k, the separation between the di↵erent FS pockets in k-space, as shown
in figure 1.2.3.4. According to Chambers [15], when two FS pockets have a di↵erent radius
of curvature the expression of the MB value of the external magnetic field changes into
⇡~c
H0 =
e

kg3
a+b

!1/2

,

(1.2.43)

with kg the separation in k-space between the two FS pockets, and a and b now denoting
the inverse radii of curvature of the two FS pockets 1 and 2, respectively. This case is shown
in figure 1.2.3.5. The last item to be discussed in the case of MB is the possibility that
open orbits of electrons travelling in the same direction can also give rise to oscillations in
the magnetoresistance. Due to its resemblance to an optical interferometer it is called the
Stark quantum interferometer, after Stark and Friedberg [16]. Figure 1.2.3.6 schematically
illustrates this Stark interferometer. There are two possible ways of going from point P1 to P2
involving either path a or path b (not to be confused with the other definitions of a and b up
until now). Moving along path a involves tunnelling at the junctions J1 and J2 and picking
up a di↵erent phase than when moving along b. The di↵erence in phase then gives rise to
oscillations when the magnetic field increases. A way to discern these oscillations from genuine
dHvA oscillations due to closed orbits should be given by the temperature dependency as
18

Figure 1.2.3.2: Possible MB orbits for two neighbouring extremal areas of the spherical FS in hexagonal metals along the hexad axis for a magnetic field pointing out of the paper. Arrows indicate the
direction of circulation of the di↵erent orbits. , previously defined as c orbit (see figure 1.2.3.1), and
L are the two most simple MB orbits. Combining these two orbits while semi-classically respecting
the direction of circulation gives all other MB orbits shown. Adapted from [12].

Figure 1.2.3.3: Rounding out of the MB orbits due to the crystal potential for two di↵erent MB
orbits. Depending on the shape of the MB orbit the area denoted by a is added to the enclosed area in
k-space, whereas the area denoted by b is subtracted from the eclosed area in k-space. The magnetic
field is pointing out of the paper, as is indicated at the bottom of the figure and arrows indicate the
direction of circulation of the di↵erent orbits. The dashed lines indicate other possible MB orbits.
Adapted from [12].

oscillations from the interferometer are expected to be temperature independent. In the
dHvA oscillations no such quantum interferometer oscillations are expected to occur as the
direction of circulation around the area enclosed by the open orbits can not be preserved.
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Figure 1.2.3.4:
k indicating the separation in k-space between di↵erent extremal orbits. This
separation defines the energy gap ✏g which itself determines the MB field value. The magnetic field
points out of the paper and arrows indicate the direction of circulation of the di↵erent orbits. The
dashed lines indicate possible MB orbits. Adapted from [12].

Figure 1.2.3.5: Case of two orbits 1 and 2 in k-space with di↵erent radii of curvature, defined as
1/a for orbit 1 and 1/b for orbit 2. Arrows indicate the direction of circulation for the two orbits
and the magnetic field points out of the paper. kg defines the direct gap in k-space between the two
orbits. The dashed line indicates the MB orbit. Adapted from [12].

Figure 1.2.3.6: Almost-touching open orbits of a FS that form a Stark quantum interferometer [16].
Electrons travelling from point P1 to point P2 can either follow the path denoted by b or, by tunneling
at the junctions J1 and J2 , follow the path denoted by a. The acquired phases of these two paths are
di↵erent and indicated along their respective path. The phase di↵erence shown above P2 gives rise
to oscillations with increasing magnetic field. Arrows indicate the direction of circulation and the
magnetic field is pointing out of the paper, as is indicated at the right of the figure. The dashed lines
indicate the Stark interferometer at a di↵erent temperature. Adapted from [12].
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1.3

WHM Ternary Compounds

Having introduced the theoretical concepts of semi-classical transport and Fermiology, this
section will give a short introduction on the materials under study in this thesis. The considered materials belong to the WHM ternary compound family, where the abbreviations stand
for the following atomic compounds:
• W =Zr, Hf, La,
• H =Si, Ge, Sn, and
• M =O, S, Se, Te.
Figures 1.3.0.1 and 1.3.0.2 (adapted from [17]) show the calculated bandstructures (BS),
lattice parameters a, b = a and c, and lattice parameters ratios c/a in the presence of SOI for
the ternary compounds with W =Zr, Hf at room temperature. The Fermi energy is shifted
to zero in all BS plots.
From the BS plots it can be seen that along the -X, -M, Z-R, and Z-A directions all
materials have linear dispersing bands. The extraordinary observation is that some of these
bands disperse linear over the range of some eV. Furthermore these linear dispersing bands
indicate that this material family has a BS analogous to graphene, with the only di↵erence
of being 3d.
For the rest of this thesis only two materials of the ternary compound family are studied,
namely ZrSiS and HfSiS. The motivation behind this is the following: ZrSiS and HfSiS have
no other non-linear dispersing bands present at the Fermi energy, except for one parabolic
dispersing band at the point in the case of HfSiS. This makes both materials the perfect
candidates to study Dirac fermions. Later in this section it will be explained why Dirac
fermions should be present in these materials. Another observation to be made is that for
HfSiS the SOI induced energy gaps of the linear dispersing bands in the vicinity of the Fermi
energy are larger than they are in ZrSiS. This can be attributed to the heavier mass of the
Hf atoms and therefore a larger SOI in HfSiS.
ZrSiS and HfSiS both are semimetals due to the presence of electron- and hole-like pockets
at the Fermi energy, which can be seen from figures 1.3.0.1 and 1.3.0.2. Both materials are
”a tetragonal PbFCl-like compound with space group P 4/nmm No. 129” [18] and therefore
have non-symmorphic symmetry. Their crystal structure consists of square net-like layers
made of the M =Si atoms which sandwich a two-dimensional (2d) structure consisting of
W =Zr or Hf and H =S atoms. The crystal strucures are shown in figures 1.3.0.3 and 1.3.0.4
for ZrSiS and HfSiS, respectively. Note that figure 1.3.0.3 shows more than one primitive
unit cell for ZrSiS with the primitive unit cell being indicated by black lines. For HfSiS figure
1.3.0.4 only shows one primitive unit cell.
Going back to the statement that ZrSiS and HfSiS feature Dirac fermions one has to check
that inverson (P) and time reversal (TR) symmetry are present in these materials. According
to Armitage et al. [2] a material exhibiting time-reversal and inversion symmetry can feature
a fourfold degenerate band crossing. This fourfold degenerate crossing, called Dirac point
(DP) or Dirac node
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Figure 1.3.0.1: Calculated BS for ternary compounds with W=Zr including spin orbit coupling
(SOC). SOC is another notation for SOI. Also shown in a table are the respective compound lattice
parameters a, c, and their ratio c/a. Note that the lattice parameter b is given by b = a. The temperature is set to equal room temperature for all computations. GGA is short for generalized gradient
approximation. It is used to incorporate the gradient of the carrier density into the calculations to
account for inhomogeneity of the carrier density. Adapted from [17].
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Figure 1.3.0.2: Calculated BS for ternary compounds with W=Hf including spin orbit coupling
(SOC). SOC is another notation for SOI. Also shown in a table are the respective compound lattice
parameters a, c, and their ratio c/a. Note that the lattice parameter b is given by b = a. The temperature is set to equal room temperature for all computations. GGA is short for generalized gradient
approximation. It is used to incorporate the gradient of the carrier density into the calculations to
account for inhomogeneity of the carrier density. Adapted from [17].
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Figure 1.3.0.3: Crystal structure of ZrSiS. The di↵erent atoms are shown in orange, purple, and
green for Si, Zr, and S atoms, respectively. The crystallographic axes are indicated with the insert
at the bottom left of the graph. Adapted from [7].

has to be symmetry protected if in the presence of e.g. SOI no gap is opened. Young and
Kane [19] have shown that in the case of a 2d material with non-symmorphic symmetry,
symmetry-protected DPs can arise. In the 3d analogue, as shown by Yang et al. [18] nonsymmorphic symmetry generates nodal-lines which are either Dirac nodal-lines or Weyl nodallines depending on the material. A nodal-line (NL) is the one-dimensional (1d) analogue of
a DP. Figure 1.3.0.5 shows a schematic illustration of a DP and a Dirac NL. If the ends of a
Dirac or Weyl NL connect to itself a nodal loop is obtained.

Figure 1.3.0.4: Crystal structure of HfSiS. The di↵erent atoms are shown in cyan, blue, and yellow
for Hf, Si, and S atoms, respectively. Also indicated in the graph are the cleavage plane and the
lattice parameters a=3.52Å and c=8.00Å. Adapted from [20].
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Figure 1.3.0.5: Shown on the left is a schematic view of a DP (also called Dirac node). On the right
the 1d analogue, a Dirac NL is illustrated schematically. Adapted from [20].

In ZrSiS and HfSiS two Dirac NLs are generated in the absence of SOI due to the nonsymmorphic symmetry of both materials. In both materials the two Dirac NLs connect to
themselves forming two nodal loops. One Dirac NL (highlighted in green) lies in the R-AM-X symmetry plane, as shown in figure 1.3.0.6, and is located 0.3 2.3 eV below the Fermi
energy. The Dirac NL which does not lie in a symmetry plane (highlighted in red) is located
near the Fermi energy. When SOI is considered the Dirac NL located near the Fermi energy
is gapped due to not being symmetry-protected. The conducted magneto-transport and
magneto-torque experiments (see chapter 2) only probe the properties of the Dirac fermions
of the gapped Dirac NL, as these techniques are only sensitive to the states near the Fermi
energy.

Figure 1.3.0.6: Schematic illustration of the position of the two Dirac NL in ZrSiS and HfSiS in the
BZ. The Dirac NL shown in green is protected by non-symmorphic symmetry and located 0.3 2.3eV
below the Fermi energy. The Dirac NL shown in red is gapped in the presence of SOI and is located
near the Fermi energy. Adapted from [18].

Figures 1.3.0.7 and 1.3.0.8 show the 3d simulated FS at the Fermi energy. The calculations
are done by A. Carrington. Figure 1.3.0.7 also shows the high symmetry points , X, M,
Z, R, A and also the location of the gapped Dirac NL for ZrSiS. The locations of the high
symmetry points and the gapped Dirac NL for HfSiS are the same as for ZrSiS, but are not
shown in figure 1.3.0.8.
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Figure 1.3.0.7: 3d simulated FS of ZrSiS. Indicated in this graph are the highsymmetry points , X,
M, Z, R, and A. Also shown are red lines indicating the position of the SOI gapped DNL. Adapted
from [7].

Figure 1.3.0.8: 3d simulated FS of HfSiS. No high symmetry points and Dirac NL are indicated in
this graph, but they are analogous to the case of ZrSiS, as shown in figure 1.3.0.7. Adapted from [8].
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Chapter 2

Experimental Set-ups and
Techniques
This chapter introduces the di↵erent experimental set-ups that are used, explains how samples are synthesized and prepared for measurements, and which experimental techniques are
used to measure the di↵erent material properties, that are described in chapter 1.
First, the magnets at the High Field Magnet Laboratory (HFML) in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, are described. After that, the 3 He cryogenics, used to reach temperatures down to
0.3 K, are explained. Lastly, a short overview of sample synthesis, sample preparation, and
experimental techniques is given. The topic of experimental techniques will cover the lock-in
amplifier method, the Hall bar geometry for magneto-transport experiments, and the cantilever magneto-torque method used for capacitive magnetometry measurements.
In the context of capacitive magnetometry experiments, an analog capacitance measurement
assembly (model 1620-A), used to measure the capacitance, is introduced, too.

2.1

Magnet Systems

This section gives a short overview of the available magnets at the HFML. First, the superconducting magnet is discussed. Secondly, the Bitter magnet, used to reach high magnetic
fields up to 38 T, is introduced.
Both systems can be combined with an additional 4 He cryostat in which a vacuum tube
can be inserted. Into this tube a measurement stick can be inserted on which the sample
of interest is mounted. This stick is equipped with all the necessary wiring to electrically
contact the sample or cantilever and is used to place samples into the desired position within
the magnet, e.g. the field center. In the following the tube and the measurement sick will
not be shown.

2.1.1

Superconducting Magnet

At HFML two superconducting magnets, schematically shown in figure 2.1.1.1, are available
for experiments up to 16 T. The coils of these magnets are made from Nb3 Sn, shown in green
in figure 2.1.1.1, and are operated in the superconducting state. The coils are kept at liquid
helium temperature, i.e. = 4.2 K to be able to reach and operate at the superconducting
state. This is done by emerging the system in a 4 He cryostat, shown in dark blue in figure
2.1.1.1. To keep the system as long as possible at liquid 4 He temperature the cryostat
is surrounded by an additional vacuum chamber, not shown here, to ensure good thermal
isolation. Keeping the system at liquid helium temperature also avoids quenching the coil, i.e.
the coil unwantedly transitioning to the normal conducting state. Quenching of the coil can
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also be achieved when the current flowing in superconducting material generates magnetic
fields beyond the critical field.
The system in its current state allows to insert a second 4 He cryostat, called anticryostat into
the magnet which can be utilised to control the temperature of the sample independent of the
magnet. As an example, one can pump on the liquid helium inside the antocryostat to reach
a temperature of 1.3 K, the achievable for a 4 He bath pumped at 1 mbar as will be explained
in the 3 He section later on, without a↵ecting the magnet operation. The anticryostat and is
shown in light blue in figure 2.1.1.1.

Figure 2.1.1.1: Schematic view of a superconducting magnet at the HFML. Shown in dark blue is
the outer 4 He cryostat which keeps the magnet coil, shown in green, at liquid helium temperature.
Indicated with light blue is the inner 4 He cryostat, called anticryostat which can be utilised to control
the temperature of the sample independent of the magnet. Figure is used with the courtesy of A.
Bobel [21]

2.1.2

Bitter Magnet

Commercially available superconducting magnets can only reach magnetic fields up to 20 T.
To reach higher magnetic fields another magnet system has to be used. The other magnet
system available at the HFML is called a Bitter magnet. There are a total of five di↵erent
Bitter magnets with maximal magnetic fields ranging from 30 T to 38 T.
Figure 2.1.2.1 schematically shows the 37.5 T Bitter magnet located at cell 2 of HFML. This
magnet consists of six coils, as shown in the green region of figure 2.1.2.1. Each of these coils
consists of circular, so-called Bitter plates that are stacked in a helical manner with sheets
of insulating material in between. The coils are cooled with deionized water flowing through
specifically designed holes in the conducting plates and the insulating sheets. The water flow
needed to properly cool this 37.5 T magnet at maximum field is 170 L/s.
Shown in grey is the platform surrounding the magnet. The only mechanical coupling be28

tween the platform and the magnet can be via the ground. This reduces the noise in the
measurement as vibrations caused by the water flow are only indirectly coupled to the measurement set-up. To further reduce the vibrational noise due to the water flow, active vibration dampers, shown in orange, are used that have an operational range up to 200 Hz.

Figure 2.1.2.1: Schematic view of the 37.5 T Bitter magnet at the HFML located at cell 2. Shown
in grey is the platform surrounding the magnet on which the measurement set-up is placed. It is
decoupled from the Bitter magnet, shown in green, to reduce vibrational noise during measurements.
Indicated by orange are active vibrational dampers, having operational range up to 200 Hz, to further
reduce vibrational noise. On these dampers, indicated by light blue, is the cryostat. This figure is
used with the courtesy of Dr. B Bryant.

To perform low temperature experiments a 4 He cryostat, shown in light blue, is used. This
cryostat consists of an outer vacuum layer in which a liquid nitrogen bath is embedded. This
liquid nitrogen bath shields the inner 4 He bath from external radiation so that the 4 He consumption is considerably reduced and it pre-cools the system to liquid nitrogen temperature
of T = 77 K. The inner part of the cryostat then contains the main 4 He bath. During
experiments it will contain the vacuum tube in which the sample is located. The main 4 He
bath also defines the standard operational temperature of T = 4.2 K. When pumping on
this 4 He bath, again, a temperature of T = 1.3 K can be reached.
To generate these high magnetic fields up to 38 T, a current of up to 40 kA is needed. Such
currents can significantly heat up the magnet coils. To prevent this the aforementioned water
cooling of the magnet coils is needed.
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2.2

3

He Cryogenics

Up until now it has been qualitatively shown how low temperature experiments down to
1.3 K can be performed using 4 He cryogenics. To be able to perform experiments in the
sub-Kelvin regime down to 0.3 K one has to resort to 3 He cryogenics. The motivation behind
is due to the di↵erence in the number of neutrons these two helium isotopes contain. 4 He
contains two neutrons, making it a boson, whereas 3 He only contains one neutron, making
it a fermion. This di↵erence in particle type leads to a di↵erent low-temperature behaviour
which is exploited to reach sub-Kelvin temperatures down to 0.3 K.
Figure 2.2.0.1 shows the dependency of the vapour pressure P on the temperature T on a
logarithmic scale for both He isotopes. It can be seen that the 3 He isotope has quite a vapour
pressure that is almost one order of magnitude higher than that of 4 He starting from 1 K
and downwards.

Figure 2.2.0.1: Logarithmic plot of the temperature dependencies of the vapour pressure P of 3 He
and 4 He. Labels indicate the respective helium isotope for each line. Adapted from [22].

As already mentioned in section 2.1, pumping on a 4 He bath allows one to reach a base
temperature of 1.3 K. For a 3 He bath the base temperature is 0.3 K. Why one is not able
to pump down to arbitrarily low temperatures is explained in the following. A helium bath
consists of liquid helium and above that, helium vapour. Pumping on this bath then leads to
a flow of helium atoms in the vapour phase away from the liquid phase. Helium atoms from
the liquid phase that have enough energy then replenish the vapour as the vapour pressure is
reduced. This leads to a reduction of the mean energy of the liquid phase and thus a lowering
of the temperature of the helium bath. At a certain point there is almost no vapour left and
the heat flow into the bath can balance the cool down e↵ect of the evaporating helium atoms
from the liquid phase. This equilibrium that establishes itself during the pumping process
determines the finite base temperatures of helium based cryogenics.
Figure 2.2.0.2 shows the vapour pressure temperature dependencies of four di↵erent gases
(3 He, 4 He, H2 , N2 ), plotted as solid lines, and their respective base temperatures, indicated
by black dots.
In the experiments described in this thesis a 3 He system is used that is itself a closed circuit.
The 3 He bath is created by condensing the 3 He gas inside the vacuum tube. By pumping on
the 3 He bath, as is explained in the above, a base tenperature of 0.3 K can be reached. After
finishing an experiment the 3 He is recovered for later usage.
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Figure 2.2.0.2: Logarithmic plot of the temperature dependencies of the vapour pressure P of 3 He,
4
He, H2 , and N2 . Labels indicate the respective name of the gas for each line. Black points indicate
the achievable base temperature for each gas. Adapted from [22].

2.3

Sample Synthesis, Preparation and Experimental Techniques

Having introduced the di↵erent magnet systems and cryogenic techniques, the topics of sample synthesis, sample preparation, and experimental techniques are addressed.
The first part of this section covers the subjects of sample growth and preparation of the
samples. After that the issue of noise reduction by using the lock-in amplifier method is
discussed. Lastly, magneto-transport measurements in Hall bar geometry and capacitive
magnetometry using the cantilever magneto-torque method are described. For the cantilever
magneto-torque method the measurement device, an analog capacitance measurement assembly (model 1620-A), is introduced, too.

2.3.1

Sample Synthesis and Preparation

Sample Synthesis
The conducted experiments use single crystals of ZrSiS and HfSiS. These ”single crystals
were grown out of the elements using iodine vapour transport. Stochiometric amounts of
the elements and a small amount of iodine were(are) placed in a carbon coated quartz tube
and heated to 1100°C with a 100°C temperature gradient for 1 week. The obtained crystals
were(are) subsequently annealed at 600°C for a period of 4 weeks. The crystal structure
was(is) confirmed by single-crystal X-ray and electron di↵raction” [8].
Sample Preparation
For measuring the MR properly good electrical contacts have to be made. For HfSiS this is
challenging due to oxidization of the sample surface when being exposed to air. To prevent
rapid oxidization that causes high resistive electrical contacts, samples of HfSiS are contacted
”under a constant flow of Ar or N2 gas” [8] to prevent air contact. ZrSiS samples show no
signs of oxidization when being exposed to air and can thus be contacted under ambient
conditions.
For measurements with the magneto-torque set-up no special treatment is necessary as the
sample is not directly electrically contacted and signals from the bulk dominate the measured
signal.
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2.3.2

Lock-In Amplifier Method

Another issue that has to be addressed is accurately measuring the sample signals. Because
the signals from the samples under investigation are generally small (µV range) it can be
difficult to disentangle electrical noise from the actual sample signal. One solution is to use
the lock-in amplifier method. In the following the problems encountered in resistance and
capacitance measurements are explored first, before going into the details of the lock-in amplifier method and why it is able to measure small signals. During this discussion di↵erent
sources of noise are addressed as well. Note that all experiments conducted in this thesis do
not measure resistances or changes in capacitance due to changes in magnetization directly,
but measure the voltage signals related to these properties.
Resistance measurements are usually used to study the near equilibrium state of samples. To
do this, small excitation currents should be used that do not lead to undesired e↵ects such
as electrical heating of the sample. If the applied current is too large the sample heats up.
This then leads to non-constant temperature conditions in the low-temperature environment
and the contacts on the sample or the sample itself could get damaged. Small excitations in
turn lead to rather small sample signals in the order of µV, especially in metallic samples
that have a low resistance which are studied in this thesis.
For magnetization measurements based on capacitive techniques the problem also lies in the
voltage signals being small.
In general [23], five di↵erent sources can be identified, i.e. Johnson noise, external noise,
thermoelectric voltages, use of improper voltage measurement configurations and 1/f noise.
Johnson noise is thermal noise due to the thermal energy associated with charged particles
which generates an extra voltage. It has a white noise frequency spectrum and can be reduced by increasing the time averaging whilst signal acquisition or by further reducing the
temperature. The latter option is not possible as all experiments considered here are constant
temperature experiments. External electrical noise can also couple into the signal of interest.
To reduce such e↵ects proper shielding of wires has to be used. Here, for all conducted measurements, BNC cables are used as electrical connections as much as possible. In the vacuum
tube, which is connected to the electrical ground, normal electrical wires are used. Thermoelectric voltages along the wires are a result of a large temperature gradient due to the
measurement devices being at room temperature and the place where the measurement takes
place being at liquid helium temperatures. These thermoelectric voltages can be considerably
reduced by using copper connections as much as possible in the measurement circuit. The
use of improper voltage measurement configurations also introduces noise into the measured
signal. When the voltage drop across a sample is measured with the wires the current flows
through the resistances of the wires introduce a substantial measurement error as the length
of the wires going to and coming from the sample are usually quite long, up to 6 meters. To
reduce this e↵ect the four-wire method, also called Kelvin method, or a Hall bar geometry
has to be used. The last source of noise is 1/f noise due to changes in environmental factors.
To reduce this noise an appropriate filtering technique has to be used.
The key to good signal and low noise measurements now lies in by performing low power
experiments in the case of resistance measurements and using a the right experimental technique to improve the signal and reduce the noise. In this thesis, the lock-in amplifier method
is used to do this. Figure 2.3.2.1 schematically shows how a set-up for the lock-in amplifier
method looks like. The essence of this method is phase sensitive signal detection. To do this
an alternating current with frequency f0 is applied to the sample. With a lock-in amplifier
one can then measure the sample voltage signal by using the operating frequency of the
current as reference signal. In this way only signals at a frequency f0 and a
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Figure 2.3.2.1: Schematic view of an experimental set-up employing the lock-in amplifier method.
The dashed line from the lock-in amplifier to the ground indicates an optional connection as the
lock-in amplifier can also be used while having a floating ground

small range around f0 are measured. Mostly low frequencies below 50 Hz are used to prevent
capacitive coupling in the wiring. It is then easily seen that phase sensitive detection eliminates the influence of most noise sources, such as thermoelectric voltages, external electrical
noise, and 1/f noise. The other two noise sources then just generate a background signal on
top of which the sample signal is measured.

2.3.3

Magento-Transport Measurements Using Hall bar Geometry

To measure resistances and avoid noise due to the use of inappropriate voltage measurement
configurations the samples are contacted in a way that the sample together with the contacts
forms either a Kelvin configuration or a Hall bar geometry. In this section the Hall bar
geometry is discussed.
Hall bar Geometry
The Hall bar geometry in general is just like the Kelvin method but with contacts at two
sides of the sample in a well defined geometry. Figure 2.3.3.1 schematically shows the Hall
bar geometry. This measurement configuration consists of two large contacts, here at the left
and right side of the sample, through which a current I is sent. The longitudinal voltage U
along the sample can be picked up by connecting a voltmeter at one side of the sample and
the transversal (Hall) voltage UH (in a magnetic field) is picked up by connecting a voltmeter
to contacts on either side of the sample. Also schematically shown in figure 2.3.3.1 are the
equipotential lines of the electric potential in the sample when a magnetic field is applied.
It can be seen that these equipotential lines start to tilt up to a certain angle in a magnetic
field. This angle is called the Hall angle, illustrated in figure 2.3.3.2, and is a result of the
magnetic field acting on the charge carriers of the system.
To be able to measure the Hall resistance Rxy accurately one has to measure in a region
where the Hall angle has been completely realized. This is the case for regions in the sample
that are a distance larger than the width of the sample away from the current contacts. As
a rule of thumb the distance from current contacts to the side contacts should be four times
the width of the sample.
In this thesis only the MR is of interest but it up until now it was not shown how one
can directly measure the ⇢xx component. The Hall bar geometry enables one to link the
longitudinal resistance Rxx directly to the ⇢xx component of the resistivity tensor via the
equation
U Wt
Wt
Rxx =
= ⇢xx
,
(2.3.1)
I L
L
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Figure 2.3.3.1: Schematic view of a Hall bar sample in a magnetic field. U indicates the longitudinal voltage drop along the the sample and can be measured on either side. UH indicates the Hall
voltage drop across the sample. Shown with solid black lines are the equipotential lines of the electric
potential. The current I is also shown and applied along the length of the sample. Adapted from [24]

y
x

Figure 2.3.3.2: Schematic illustration of the equipotential lines of the electric potential that are tilted
by the Hall angle ✓ with respect to the current density direction which is along the sample. The
electric field E is perpendicular to the equipotential lines. Adapted from [24]

with U potential of electric field, I applied current, W width of sample, t thickness of sample,
and L length of sample between terminals in direction of electrical current. Note that this
equation only holds for a 3d sample. For a 2d sample equation 2.3.1 transforms into
Rxx =

UW
W
= ⇢xx .
I L
L

(2.3.2)

Equations 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 thus show how the ⇢xx component of the resistivity tensor and the
longitudinal resistance Rxx are connected. In the following some pictures of ZrSiS and HfSiS
samples with Kelvin contact configuration and Hall bar geometry used for experiments are
shown.
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ZrSiS Magneto-Transport Samples
Figure 2.3.3.3 shows a piece of ZrSiS glued onto a quartz glass substrate on which contacts
have been made such to form a Hall bar geometry together with the sample. The contacts
are made from silver conductive paste (Dupont 4929). Note that due to limitations of the
sample shape the side contacts can not be located four times the sample width away from the
current contacts, but as only Rxx is measured this is not a problem. Figure 2.3.3.4 now shows
a Kelvin configuration on a ZrSiS sample. Contacts, again, are made from silver conductive
paste (Dupont 4929) and the sample is glued on a quartz glass substrate.
ZrSiS sample

Silver paste

Quartz glass

Figure 2.3.3.3: Hall bar geometry for a ZrSiS sample. Contacts are made from silver conductive
paste (Dupont 4929) and made such that they form a Hall bar geometry together with the sample.
The ZrSiS sample is glued to a quartz glass substrate.

Silver paste
ZrSiS sample

Gold wires

Quartz glass

Figure 2.3.3.4: Kelvin contact configuration for a ZrSiS sample. Contacts are made from silver
conductive paste (Dupont 4929). The outer contact pair acts as source and drain for the current and
the inner contact pair acts as longitudinal voltage probe.
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HfSiS Magneto-Transport Samples
Figures 2.3.3.5 and 2.3.3.6 show the Hall bar geometry and the Kelvin configuration for HfSiS
samples glued onto a quartz glass substrate. Contacts are made from silver conductive paste
(Dupont 4929). Note that also also here due to limitations of the sample shape the side
contacts can not be located four times the sample width away from the current contacts, but
as only Rxx is measured this is not a problem.

Silver paste

HfSiS sample

Figure 2.3.3.5: Hall bar geometry for a HfSiS sample. Contacts are made from silver conductive
paste (Dupont 4929) and made such that they form a Hall bar geometry together with the sample.
The HfSiS sample is glued to a quartz glass substrate.

HfSiS sample

Silver paste

Gold wires

Figure 2.3.3.6: Kelvin contact configuration for a HfSiS sample. Contacts are made from silver
conductive paste (Dupont 4929). The outer contact pair acts as source and drain for the current and
the inner contact pair acts as longitudinal voltage probe.
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2.3.4

Capacitive Magnetometry

Measuring the magnetization of a sample demands the use of a di↵erent experimental technique as magnetization can not be measured with electrical contacts. In this thesis, capacitive
magnetometry is used. Here, a method, called cantilever magneto-torque method is used in
which two plates act as electrical contacts and form a capacitor. Changes in the magnetization are then directly coupled to the change in capacitance if one plate on which the sample
is mounted is allowed to move in a direction that can induce changes in the distance between
the capacitor plates. The voltage changes of the capacitance can then be directly measured
with the lock-in amplifier method, as described in section 2.3.2.
Cantilever Magneto-Torque Method
The cantilever magneto-torque method uses a parallel plate capacitor to measure changes in
the voltage of the capacitor due to changes in the magnetization of the sample. This can be
done by making use of the magnetic torque acting on the sample. The torque depends on
the magnetization of the sample which influences the voltage read out at the capacitor and
thus allows one to indirectly measure the magnetization of the sample. Figures 2.3.4.1 and

Screws
Cantilever

Sample

Capacitor plates

Non-movable
part
Figure 2.3.4.1: Schematic side view of a cantilever magneto-torque set-up. The cantilever is shown
in red with a sample, shown in grey, mounted onto its circular plate. The cantilever is held in place
by a pair of screws such that the two capacitor plates are on top of each other.

2.3.4.2 (a) schematically show the side and top view of the cantilever method, respectively.
Figure 2.3.4.2 (b) schematically shows the non-movable part of this set-up. The parallel plate
capacitor consists of two plates acting as electrical contacts. One plate of the capacitor is
the circular plate of the cantilever which has a diameter d on which the sample is mounted.
This part of the capacitor is allowed to move and enables the indirect measurement of the
magnetization. The cantilever itself is held in place by two screws made from the same
material as the cantilever. This is done to reduce possible misalignment of the cantilever due
to thermal contraction at low temperatures. The other plate of the capacitor is located in
the non-movable part of this set-up under the circular plate of the cantilever. On the nonmovable part of the cantilever set-up there is a third connection which is acting as ground
to be able to get a well defined voltage of the capacitor.
Placing the cantilever with the sample mounted on top in a uniform external magnetic field
~ induces a magnetization M
~ in the sample and, if there are magnetic impurities, also in
H
the cantilever. The magnetization of the cantilever will be treated as background and will
not be considered any further. In the magnetic field the internal energy of the sample due
to the magnetic field and the magnetization is given by
✏mag =

~ · H,
~
µ0 V M
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(2.3.3)
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Figure 2.3.4.2: (a) Schematic top view of a cantilever magneto-torque set-up. The screw holding
the cantilever in place are shown in grey. The non-movable part of the set-up is shown in beige in
the background. The cantilever is shown in white and the circular plate can be seen on which the
sample is mounted and that forms the parallel plate capacitor. The diameter d of the circular plate
is also indicated by the dashed arrow. (b) Schematic view of the non-movable part of the cantilever
magneto-torque set-up. On the left side the electrical connection for the cantilever and the srew holes
can be seen. On the right side the other circular capacitor plate is seen. The purple shaded area
indicates the grounding plate of this set-up. The wire connections can be seen at the top and are
indicated with black circles.

with µ0 the free space permeability and V the volume of the sample. When the magnetization
of the sample and the external field are not properly aligned, there is a torque ⌧ acting on
the magnetization of the sample that tries to align these two
~ ⇥ H.
~
~⌧ = µ0 V M

(2.3.4)

The plane the cantilever plate lies in in the absence of an external magnetic field is defined as
the xy-plane. The x-direction points along the cantilever. In this set-up the only component
of the torque that can be measured is the y-component of the torque, ⌧y , if the magnetic field
is applied in the positive z-direction. Figure 2.3.4.3 schematically illustrates why this set-up
is only sensitive to the y-component of the torque ~⌧ .
In an inhomogeneous external magnetic field, e.g. away from the field center of a magnet,
the sample experiences an additional torque generated by the gradient of the magnetic field.
The magnetic force due this gradient is given by
⇣
⌘
~ mag = µ0 V r
~ vecM · H
~ .
F~ = r✏
(2.3.5)
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Figure 2.3.4.3: Schematic view of how the y-component of the torque ~⌧ due to the magnetization M
is measured in a cantilever magneto-torque set-up. The magnetic field H and its gradient both point
in the z-direction. Adapted from [25].

Depending on whether the sample is diamagnetic or paramagnetic, leads to a force directed
away from the field center or towards the field center, respectively.
Using equations 2.3.4 and 2.3.5, the total torque on the system is given by
h
⇣
⌘i
h
i
~ ⇥H
~ +r
~ M
~ ·H
~
~ Mk H z ,
~⌧ = µ0 V M
= µ 0 V M? H z + r
(2.3.6)

where in the second step it is assumed that the magnetic field is applied in the positive
z-direction, and Mk and M? are the components parallel and perpendicular to the external
magnetic field, as defined in chapter 1.
Note that in this kind of experiment, both contributions, i.e. parallel and perpendicular to
the magnetic field H, are measured. This is not a problem as one is only interested in the
dHvA oscillations of the magnetization which just di↵er in amplitude for the two components
of the magnetization.
Analog Capacitance Brigde
To be able to measure only the changes in voltage due to the magnetization of the sample,
one has to use a very sensitive device. In this thesis, the 1620-A capacitance measurement
assembly produced by General Radio is used. Figure 2.3.4.4 shows a picture the capacitance
measurement assembly available at the HFML. Another reason why this device is used is
that higher excitation frequencies for the current and thus smaller time averaging of the data
can be used than it is possible for the lock-in amplifier method used in this thesis. The
capacitance assembly consists of three parts: a type 1311-A audio oscillator ((I) in figure
2.3.4.4), a type 1232-A tuned amplifier and null detector ((II) in figure 2.3.4.4), and a type
1615-A capacitance bridge ((III) in figure 2.3.4.4). For the conducted cantilever magnetotorque experiments, only the type 1615-A capacitance bridge, labelled by (III) and from now
on called capacitance bridge, is used. The connections that are used are the coaxial connection
to external detector ((2) in figure 2.3.4.4), the coaxial connections of an unknown capacitance
((1) in figure 2.3.4.4), and both panels at the bottom of capacitance bridge ((3) and (4) in
figure 2.3.4.4). Note that to be able to use the coaxial unknown capacitance connectors, the
3 terminal setting has to be selected on capacitance bridge. Coaxial connections are used
because they shield the measurement circuit from external electrical signals.
The panel at the bottom right of the capacitance bridge ((3) in figure 2.3.4.4) is used to
balance the unknown capacitance of the measurement circuit. The black knob at the right
of this panel lets one choose the maximum range for the measurement of the unknown
capacitance, ranging from 10 pF to 1 µF. The grey knobs then act as fine tuning for balancing
the unknown capacitance. The other panel at the bottom left of the capacitance bridge ((4)
in figure 2.3.4.4) is then used to balance the loss of the unknown capacitance. There exist two
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(I)

(II)

(III)

(1)
(2)

(4)

(3)

Figure 2.3.4.4: Picture of the 1620-A capacitance measurement assembly produced by General Radio.
(I) Type 1311-A audio oscillator. (II) Type 1232-A tuned amplifier and null detector. (III) Type
1615-A capacitance bridge. (1) Shielded connector that goes to the detector. (2) Shielded connectors
that are used for measuring an unknown capacitance. (3) Unknown capacitance balancing panel. (4)
Dissipation balancing panel.

operational modes to do that. One mode is using the dissipation factor D of a series circuit
and the other mode is using the parallel conductance G of the unknown capacitance circuit.
Figures 2.3.4.5 and 2.3.4.6 schematically show both dissipation balance circuits. The setting

Figure 2.3.4.5: Schematic view of the dissipation balancing circuit using the dissipation factor D of
the unknown capacitance in a series circuit.

Figure 2.3.4.6: Schematic view of the dissipation balancing circuit using the parallel conductance G
of the unknown capacitance.

of the black knob at the left chooses which operational mode is selected and which maximum
range is used. The grey knobs, again, can then be used to fine tune the dissipation balance.
In this thesis only the parallel conductance mode G is used. For more information see the
manual of the capacitance assembly [26].
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ZrSiS Samples
Figure 2.3.4.7 shows the ZrSiS sample that is used for capacitive magnetometry using the
cantilever magneto-torque method. The sample is glued onto the cantilever with GE. The
legs of the cantilever are 0.4 mm broad and the circular plate has a diameter of d = 4 mm.
It can be seen that the sample shape is note quite well defined. This is not a problem due
to the cantilever magneto-torque method being a technique that only probes the bulk of a
sample.

Figure 2.3.4.7: ZrSiS sample used for capacitive magneto-torque experiments. The sample is glued
onto the cantilever with GE. The legs of the cantilever are 0.4 mm broad and the circular plate has
a diameter of d = 4 mm.
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HfSiS Samples
Figure 2.3.4.8 shows the HfSiS sample that is used for capacitive magnetometry using the
cantilever magneto-torque method. The sample is glued onto the cantilever with GE. The
cantilever shown here is the same as the one used for in the ZrSiS experiments. The legs of
the cantilever are 0.4 mm broad and the circular plate has a diameter of d = 4 mm. It can
be seen that the sample shape is note quite well defined. This is not a problem due to the
cantilever magneto-torque method being a technique that only probes the bulk of a sample.
Being only a bulk probing technique there are also no problems due to oxidization of the
HfSiS sample.

Figure 2.3.4.8: HfSiS sample used for capacitive magneto-torque experiments. The sample is glued
onto the cantilever with GE. The legs of the cantilever are 0.4 mm broad and the circular plate has
a diameter of d = 4 mm.
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Chapter 3

Data Analysis
This chapter serves as an introduction to the topic of data analysis using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to calculate the frequency spectra of magnetic oscillation (MO) signals.
First an overview of the theory of Fourier analysis and FFT is given. After that, it is explained how FFT analysis of MO signals can be done. Also being introduced in this chapter
are two programs that are used to compute the frequency spectra of the MO signals. One
program is commercially available, called OriginLab, and the other is a python code, called
FFTGen.py, written by the author himself. Lastly, the topic of interpolation is discussed in
more detail as source of noise in the computed frequency spectra.

3.1

Fourier Analysis and the Fast Fourier Transform

General Background and Error Sources
Data analysis is no simple task, although seeming straightforward at times, as there are many
obstacles that have to be tackled to get access to the information of physical properties hidden
in the acquired data of measured signals. A type of analysis that is frequently used is called
Fourier analysis and enables the decomposition of a signal into sinusoids. This decomposition
then enables the analysis of the frequency spectrum of the signal, which gives direct access
to the physical properties of the system under study.
The mathematical object used in Fourier analysis is called the Fourier transform (FT). This
name is a bit ambiguous, as is seen shortly. Signals are either continuous or discrete and they
are either aperiodic or periodic. This leads to four di↵erent signal types: aperiodic-continuous
signals, periodic-continuous signals, aperiodic-discrete signals or periodic-discrete signals.
Figure 3.1.0.1 illustrates these four signal types. The FT of an aperiodic-continuous signal is
simply called ’Fourier Transform’, causing the aforementioned ambiguity of this name. The
FT of periodic-continuous, aperiodic-discrete, and periodic-discrete signals is called ’Fourier
Series’, ’Discrete Time Fourier Transform’ (DTFT), and ’Discrete Fourier Transform’ (DFT),
respectively. Note that all these FT are mathematical objects that analyse signals that extend
from negative to positive infinity.
A measurement of a signal, at all times, gives a finite, discrete set of data points, from now on
called data set. The only two Fourier analysis methods that then are applicable are DTFT
and DFT. But to be able to analyse a finite data set with one of these two methods the
acquired data set has to be made infinite, artificially, as DTFT and DFT are defined to only
be able to analyse signals that extend from negative to positive infinity.
In the case of DTFT, zeros have to be added to the left and right of the data set. Then the
problem arises that an infinite number of sinusoids is needed to represent such an aperiodicdiscrete signal. The only option therefore left is the use DFT. For this method the acquired
data set is made quasi-infinite by repeating the original data set, as shown in figure 3.1.0.1.
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Note that the data set studied with a DFT generally has to consist out of evenly spaced
data points. There are more sophisticated computational techniques tackling the problem of
non-evenly spaced discrete data sets, but these are not considered in this thesis.

Figure 3.1.0.1: Di↵erent signal types (right column) and the name of the respective FT (left column).
Adapted from [27].

Having found a method to analyse the acquired data, one has to think about the time needed
to perform the analysis. A problem that arises in the context of DFT is that the calculation
needed for a DFT scales quadratically with the number of data points N and thus requires
much more computational time. During the 1960’s Cooley and Tukey [28] re-expressed the
DFT algorithm in a way that reduces the computational time logarithmically, meaning that
the computational time needed only scales with O (N log2 (N )). This re-expression of the
DFT is called ’Fast Fourier Transform’ (FFT).
Note that a frequency spectrum obtained by FFT is not continuous but discrete, i.e. it
consists of many frequency bins of width f . The width of a frequency bin f , also called
grain resolution, is given by
fs /2
f=
,
(3.1.1)
N/2
with fs the sampling frequency at which data points are acquired and N the total number
of points present in the data set of the measured signal. Note that the FFT calculates a
frequency spectrum the fastest if the number of points present in a data set is equal to a
power of 2.
It now seems straightforward to compute a frequency spectrum of a discrete-periodic data set
with the FFT algorithm but there are some problems one has to treat carefully, as they can
heavily influence the interpretation of the obtained frequency spectra. The problems that
are discussed here are aliasing, spectral leakage, coherent power gain (CPG), and scalloping
loss.
Aliasing, also called mixing, is an e↵ect that occurs when the signal is sampled at a rate
which is not at least twice the maximum frequency present in the signal. Extra frequencies
that were not in the original signal are generated during analysis and will at all times be
present in the frequency spectrum. This makes further analysis of the spectrum complicated.
To avoid this problem a sampling frequency fs which is at least twice the highest expected
frequency has to be used. This criterion is also known as Niquist criterion.
Spectral leakage, shown in figure 3.1.0.2, is the e↵ect of not having sharp defined peaks but
broad features that are smeared over many frequency bins. This e↵ect is caused by the fact
that the data set used as input for an FFT is of finite length. During an FFT the computer
internally copies the data set and repeats it to make it quasi-infinite to be able to analyse
it. This repetition of the data set may have as consequence that discontinuities between
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Figure 3.1.0.2: Spectral leakage e↵ects of a 256 point FFT of a 50 MHz signal with 0 dBm sampled
with fs = 250 Hz. No window is the same as applying a rectangular window function. The true
spectrum is given by the black peak. All other lines are broadened due to spectral leakage. Adapted
from [29].

repetitions of the data set are created due to the fact that the time duration of the data set
does not match the periodicity of some frequencies the signal the data set represents contains
or that the data set itself is discontinuous at the edges, the former being illustrated in figure
3.1.0.3 (c). To suppress spectral leakage the data set is multiplied by a window function to

Figure 3.1.0.3: (a) Signal that has to be measured. (b) Time recored, i.e. data set, of the signal. (c)
Assumed signal by the FFT algorithm. Discontinuities between repetitions of the signal can be seen
clearly. Adapted from [27].

decrease discontinuities at the edges of the acquired data set, as shown in figure 3.1.0.4.
Applying a window function reduces the amplitude of the measured signal which introduces
an amplitude loss in all spectral peaks. This loss is called coherent power gain (CPG). The
CPG, shown in figure 3.1.0.5, is a non-changing characteristic of a window function and can
just be added for compensation.
The last problem to be addressed is scalloping loss. It stems from the fact that the representations of the signal in the time domain (the acquired data set) and in frequency domain (the
computed frequency spectrum) are discrete. Scalloping loss, also called picket fence e↵ect
and shown in figure 3.1.0.6, occurs when a frequency present in the measured signal falls in
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Figure 3.1.0.4: On the left the time domain of a signal without a window function applied is shown.
On the right the time domain of the same signal but with a window function (indicated in green)
applied is shown. Here a Hann window is used. Adapted from [29].

Figure 3.1.0.5: CPG of a 512 point FFT with di↵erent window functions used. Adapted from [29].

between two frequency bins. The amplitude of this frequency is then spread among the two

Figure 3.1.0.6: Two di↵erent cases of scalloping loss in the frequency spectrum of a non-windowed
signal. Adapted from [29].

bins and spectral leakage e↵ects worsen. This loss can be avoided by using either a flattop
window function or by adjusting the grain resolution such that the frequency of interest is
not a↵ected.
The features next to the main peak, as seen in figure 3.1.0.6, are called side lobes. These
side lobes are generated due to the frequencies needed to represent a certain window function
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in the frequency domain. In the frequency domain this generates harmonics nested around
a main peak that represent a true frequency of the original measured signal. Each window
function has its own specific side lobe spectrum and a window function specific attenuation
of the side lobe amplitudes.
Application of FFT in Magnetic Oscillation Studies
In this thesis the object of interest is the frequency spectrum of an MO signal. For simplicity
a frequency spectrum will be called spectrum from now on. By analysing the frequency
content of the spectrum the topology of the FS can be probed. In the following the general
analysis procedure is described. First, one has to take the inverse of the magnetic field values
of the acquired data set due to the magnetic oscillations (MO) (see chapter 1) being periodic
with respect to the inverse magnetic field. Note that the data set first consisted out of evenly
spaced points because usually the MO signal is acquired as function of the magnetic field and
not its inverse. Taking the inverse of the magnetic field data points makes the data point
spacing non-uniform. To again get evenly spaced data points interpolation can be used.
The interpolation method, however, may lead to errors, so that the processed data does not
represent the measured data points accurately any more. This issue is addressed in section
3.4. After interpolation with respect to the inverse magnetic field, the MO signal consists of
Nintp evenly spaced data points, where Nintp is the number of points used for interpolation.
Another problem that has to be addressed in the context of MO Fourier analysis is that
one does not consider a time dependent signal that has to be Fourier transformed but one
considers a periodic signal that is defined in the inverse magnetic field domain. This means
that seconds correspond to inverse Tesla, i.e. s = T 1 , and that frequencies are given in units
of Tesla, i.e. Hz = T. The ’time duration’, t1/(µ0 H) , of the measured MO signal is therefore
given by
1
1
t1/(µ0 H) =
,
(3.1.2)
µ0 Hmin
µ0 Hmax
^

^

with µ0 Hmin and µ0 Hmax defining the magnetic field interval of interest I = [µ0 Hmin , µ0 Hmax ]
on which the MOs are to be analysed.
The sampling frequency fs is then given by
fs =

Nintp
=
t1/(µ0 H)

Nintp
1
µ0 Hmin

1
µ0 Hmax

.

(3.1.3)

By applying a window function to the interpolated data, one is in general able to obtain
a spectrum of the MO signal. One problem that arises is that due to equation 3.1.1 the
grain resolution is solely given by the inverse of t1/(µ0 H) . This factor blows up quickly if one
wanted to analyse intervals I that are considering high magnetic fields, and results in a large
grain resolution. To be able to make the grain resolution smaller one can apply a technique
called zero padding to the windowed data set. In this approach zeros are added artificially
at the end of the windowed signal, while conserving the spacing between data points. By
doing this, no extra information is added to the signal. The only achievement is increasing
the total number of points N present in the signal the FFT that is to be analysed. Using
equation 3.1.3, equation 3.1.1 becomes
f=

1
⇣
(Nintp + Nz )

Nintp
1
µ0 Hmin

1
µ0 Hmax

⌘,

(3.1.4)

with N = Nintp + Nz and Nz being the number of zeros that are added to the windowed
signal. Equation 3.1.4 can also be rewritten to get the number of zeros needed to be padded
to the data set to achieve a specific grain resolution. The latter is what is done in this thesis.
Note that when computing Nz , a small mistake has been made because the denominator of
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equation 3.1.1 is assumed to be (N/2) + 1 instead of N/2. Also note that when choosing a
certain grain resolution the length of the padded signal is not a power of 2 any more and
therefore requires more computational time. After taking all of this into consideration, the
FFT spectrum can be computed.
By performing measurements at di↵erent temperatures and computing for each temperature
the FFT spectrum one is able to track the relative attenuation of peaks in spectrum with
respect to lowest temperature spectrum. As an analysis of MOs often only requires the
relative attenuation of spectral peaks, one does not need to correct for the amplitude loss
or gain of the spectral peaks. This can be done when absolute values are to be extracted.
Attenuation of spectral peaks is due to the damping factor RT , given by equation 1.2.38. By
plotting the amplitude attenuation of a certain spectral peak and fitting RT with the formula
RT =

14.69 m⇤ T
<(µ0 H) 1 > 1
a
14.69 m⇤ T
sinh( <(µ
1>
0 H)

1

)

,

(3.1.5)

with a a free fit parameter. In this thesis, another form of the fit formula is used in which no
free fit parameter a has to be included. This is done by, again, taking equation 1.2.38 and
divide it by the same equation but with the value of the temperature T fixed at the lowest
measured temperature Tlow , resulting in
⇤

14.69 m Tlow
T sinh( <(µ0 H) 1 > 1 )
RT =
,
14.69 m⇤ T
Tlow sinh( <(µ
1> 1 )
0 H)

(3.1.6)

The latter fit function is called the Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) fit and enables one to extract the
m
ratio between cyclotron and free electron mass, m⇤ = m
of the respective orbit in k-space, as
0
defined in chapter 1. In this thesis, the LK fit does not take the Dingle or spin splitting term
into account. The magnetic field used in this fit, < (µ0 H) 1 > 1 is not some specific field
value but the inverse of the average of the two inverse fields that define the aforementioned
interval I of the analysis, i.e.
< (µ0 H)

1

>

1

=

1
µ0 Hmin
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2
+

1
µ0 Hmax

.

(3.1.7)

3.2

Originlab

One program that can be used for FFT analysis of MO signals is OriginLab. It is a readyto-go, user friendly program with most of the items needed already programmed into it. For
advanced data analysis it is not suited as bugs and ”black box-like” behaviour as the mathematical algorithm of di↵erent functions is well documented, but the code that is used to do
the actual calculations can not be seen. This makes the data analysis procedure untraceable
and erroneous. Limited customization of e.g. window functions further complicates the process of signal analysis.

Read in
input file

Data processing

Interpolation

Zero padding

Windowing
and
computing FFT
spectrum

Figure 3.2.0.1: Schemtic illustration how FFT analysis is perormed in OriginLab. The box with Data
processing in it means that here the magnetic field data is transformed into the inverse magnetic field
data.

Figure 3.2.0.1 shows a flow chart in which the FFT analysis is described schematically. First,
a data set is read in. There are no problems with keeping the numerical precision of the
original data. Due to the use of data acquisition times that are faster than the magnetic
field sweep rate, the read in data may contain points that have the same magnetic field value
because sometimes. Taking the inverse of the magnetic field values, OriginLab automatically
displays
(equivalent to N aN ) for the magnetic field values that are zero. When the
data was read in successfully the built-in interpolation function can be used. The interpolation algorithm automatically takes care of points with the same magnetic field values, which
normally have to be averaged due to the interpolation algorithm not accepting points with
multiple occurring x values. A problem that occurred in older versions of OriginLab during
interpolation is that the interpolation algorithm gives a straight line through the oscillating
data. The origin of this behaviour is not known, but deleting data points that lie outside
the interval of interest, I may in some cases prevent this kind of erroneous behaviour. Unfortunately, this erroneous behaviour can not be shown here, as OriginLab has been updated
on all computers used for analysis. Newer versions of OriginLab do not show this erroneous
behaviour.
To enhance the MO features and get rid of the background, the first derivative of the interpolated data is taken. The step after taking the first derivative should be to apply a window
function to the interpolated data. This is not possible, as applying a window function with
the built-in features is only possible when computing the FFT in OriginLab. So one first has
to zero pad the data and after that open the FFT function in the program, choose one of the
available window functions, and compute the FFT spectrum. The calculated FFT spectrum
then is the same as if one would have had windowed the data first and after that zero padded
the data. It is not clear how OriginLab internally decides if a data set has been zero padded
or not. Also, it is not possible to use or define other window functions than the ones already
present in OriginLab.
In this thesis the Hann, also called Hanning window, is used for all FFT spectra. Due to its
availability in OriginLab one can still use this program but further options of more advanced
analysis of the spectral components in MO signals are limited.
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3.3

Python FFT Code

Due to the complications of data analysis in OriginLab, described in section 3.2, the author
wrote a python code himself. This was done to have a traceable and precise way to analyse
the data. Another python code, called ExtractData.py, was written and is used to extract the
magnetic field values and the measured voltage values of the MO into a data file that is used
as input file for the FFT analysis python code, called FFTGen.py, but the data extraction
program is not discussed any further in this thesis. The FFT analysis program is explained
in the following and a general overview can be seen in form of a flow chart in figure 3.3.0.1.
Read in
input file

Data processing

Interpolation

Windowing

Zero padding

Computing FFT
spectrum

Figure 3.3.0.1: Schemtic illustration how FFT analysis is perormed in FFTGen.py. The box labelled
as Data processing means that here the magnetic field data is transformed into the inverse magnetic
field data.

First, the acquired data of the magnetic field and the voltage signal of the MO signal are
read in. To keep the digital precision of the original data the decimal class of python is
used. The voltage values of data points that have the same magnetic field value are then
averaged to obtain a data set consisting of unique magnetic field values. The field value
of 0 T is then excluded to prevent division by zero when the inverse magnetic field data
is computed. After that, the order of data points of the inverse magnetic field data and
the voltage data is reversed to have data going from small to large inverse magnetic field
values with corresponding voltages values. The data is then interpolated. Here only cubic
interpolation using the cubic spline (CS) interpolation algorithm is used although the written
code o↵ers the possibility to also explore other interpolation methods if necessary. Using
CS interpolation the interpolated data is made continuous and the first derivative of the
interpolated data can be taken easily without the need for calculating the first derivative
with a numerical method. The next step is to apply a window function to the interpolated
data. After this, the number of zeros used for zero padding is chosen to achieve a certain
grain resolution of the FFT. At last, the FFT spectrum of the MO signal is computed.
The main di↵erence between Originlab and FFTGen.py is that FFTGen.py does not run
into the interpolation error for any size of a data set used as input, that the windowing of the
signal can be done before zero padding, and that the data analysis is completely traceable.
Note that the python code is in no way an official replacement of OriginLab for computing
FFT spectra, but mainly o↵ers the user more flexibility. Still, some work is needed to make
the python code more user friendly and accessible to others, except the author. The source
code of FFTGen.py is given in appendix A.
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3.4

Interpolation of Data and Comparison of Window
Functions

Interpolation of MO signals is not trivial. This is because during a measurement one generally
performs a magnetic field sweep that increases the magnetic field by a constant factor. The
resulting original data set of a MO signal therefore consists of evenly spaced data points with
respect to the magnetic field. Taking the inverse of the magnetic field data values increases
the density of the data points greatly in the range of small inverse magnetic field values.
As the inverse magnetic field becomes larger the spacing between data points also becomes
larger. Before interpolating, in general, one has to make sure that the data set does not
include points that have the same (inverse) magnetic field value. This is done by summing
the MO signal value at these points and average the MO data point for each such field
value, as is shown in figure 3.4.0.1. In this thesis, this averaging procedure is called samefield-averaging (SFA). As a MO signal is the most pronounced in small inverse magnetic

Figure 3.4.0.1: Original data and SFA data of the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with
the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a temperature of T = 0.39 K. Note
that the inverse magnetic field 1/µ0 H is plotted and multiplied by a factor of 1000.

field ranges the interpolated data certainly has to match the inverse field data points in this
region. This is shown in figure 3.4.0.2 (a) for a CS interpolation algorithm performed with
the FFTGen.py.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.4.0.2: (a) SFA data and CS interpolated data of the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in
ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a temperature of T = 0.39 K.
The interpolation is done in python. (b) SFA data and CS interpolated data of the voltage signal
of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a
temperature of T = 0.39 K. The interpolation is done in python. The overshoots due to CS
interpolation can be seen clearly. (c) SFA data and CS interpolated data of the voltage signal of SdH
oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a temperature
of T = 0.39 K. The interpolation is done in python and the original inverse magnetic field values
are used to check if the CS interpolation algorithm returns the SFA data.

A problem that occurs is that as the original inverse magnetic field data points get further
and further apart from each other but the interpolated inverse magnetic field data points
stay evenly spaced. This can introduce overshoots for a CS interpolation and thus add noise
to the signal, shown in figure 3.4.0.2 (b). By passing the original inverse magnetic field values
to the CS interpolation algorithm one can check if at least then the original MO signal with
respect to the inverse magnetic field is recovered, as shown in figure 3.4.0.2 (c).
Figure 3.4.0.3 shows the comparison in CS interpolation of the unique inverse field data,
computed with FFTGen.py, between OriginLab and FFTGen.py. It can be seen that the
CS interpolation algorithm of both programs matches up to a high degree. It is therefore
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assumed that the CS interpolation algorithm of OriginLab is the same as the one implemented
by FFTGen.py, as they both produce the overshoots. One then can show the di↵erence in

Figure 3.4.0.3: SFA data and CS interpolated data of the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS
with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a temperature of T = 0.39 K.
The interpolation is done in python and OriginLab to see if the CS interpolation algorithm used by
the two programs is comparable. The overshoots due to CS interpolation can be seen clearly in both
CS interpolations.

noise in the FFT spectrum for CS and linear interpolation algorithms in OriginLab. In figure
3.4.0.4 the di↵erence between a linear and CS interpolation algorithm, as implemented by
OriginLab, is shown. This results in a di↵erent noise background for the FFT spectrum, for

Figure 3.4.0.4: SFA data, CS interpolated data, and linear interpolated data of the voltage signal
of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis at a
temperature of T = 0.39 K. The interpolation is done in OriginLab to see the di↵erence between a
CS and a linear interpolation algorithm. The overshoots due to CS interpolation can be seen clearly.
It is also seen that the linear interpolation underestimates the SdH oscillations at times.

which a Hann window is used. The comparison can be seen in figure 3.4.0.5.
In this thesis, only the CS interpolation method has been used. Despite the overshoots the
noise level of the CS and linear interpolation are comparable in the lower frequency regime
as shown in figure 3.4.0.6 (a) and 3.4.0.6 (b). Unfortunately, because of a long computational
time of the FFT spectra, a detailed comparison between linear and CS interpolation using
FFTGen.py goes beyond the time limit of this thesis. After verifying that the interpolation
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(kT)

Figure 3.4.0.5: Comparison of FFT spectra of CS interpolated data and linear interpolated data of
the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to
the c-axis and ranging from 2.5 T to 30.55 T. The measurement is conducted at a temperature of
T = 0.39 K. The interpolation and FFT computation are done in OriginLab.

(a)

(b)
(kT)

Figure 3.4.0.6: (a) Zoom in of the comparison of FFT spectra of CS interpolated data and linear
interpolated data of the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied
perpendicular to the c-axis and ranging from 2.5 T to 30.55 T. The measurement is conducted at a
temperature of T = 0.39 K. The interpolation and FFT computation are done in OriginLab. (b) Low
frequency range of the comparison of FFT spectra of CS interpolated data and linear interpolated data
of the voltage signal of SdH oscillations in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular
to the c-axis and ranging from 2.5 T to 30.55 T. The measurement is conducted at a temperature of
T = 0.39 K. The interpolation and FFT computation are done in OriginLab.

reproduces the experimental data to a sufficient degree and delivers the desired equal 1/µ0 H
spacing, FFT spectra using the same data but di↵erent window functions are compared.
Figure 3.4.0.7 shows the comparison of a Hamming, Hann, Blackman, Kaiser-Bessel, and a
triangular window function for an FFT spectrum of SdH oscillations in HfSiS obtained at
T = 1.4 K with a magnetic field interval ranging from 4 T to 33 T. The Kaiser-Bessel window
function has a tunable parameter that allows one to control the amplitude reduction of the
FFT spectrum. The obtained spectra are normalized to be able to be compared with each
other as the overall amplitude reduction due to a window function is di↵erent for each window
function. It can be seen that the use of a di↵erent window function does not drastically alter
the FFT spectrum. Hence, all computed spectra are from now on obtained by using a Hann
window.
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Figure 3.4.0.7: Comparison of di↵erent window functions applied to a data set of SdH oscillations
in HfSiS obtained at T = 1.4 K with a magnetic field µ0 H applied perpendicular to the c-axis and
ranging from 4 T to 33 T.
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Chapter 4

Results and Discussion
In this chapter the experimental data of the observed magnetic oscillations (MO) in ZrSiS
and HfSiS are presented and discussed. For each experiment di↵erent samples are used that
have been grown in two batches.
First, the obtained results for ZrSiS are shown. The first part of the section on ZrSiS is
concerned with the angle dependency of the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations to probe
the shape of the Fermi surface (FS) of ZrSiS. The measured dHvA angle dependency of ZrSiS
is later on compared with calculations done with Density Functional Theory (DFT ) 1 . Note
that DFT is not to be confused with DFT (’Discrete Fourier Transform’). After exploring the
angle dependency of the material, revealing the shape of the FS, the temperature dependency
of the MOs is investigated for µ0 H? c. For ZrSiS the temperature dependency of both, dHvA
and Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations are investigated.
Moving on to the presentation of the experimental results obtained for HfSiS, a small angle
dependency and a temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations are shown.
All experiments were conducted in continuous magnetic fields at the High Field Magnetic
Laboratory (HFML) at the Radboud University in Nijmegen, the Netherlands.

1 DFT

calculations have been performed by professor A. Carringtion at the University of Bristol.
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4.1
4.1.1

ZrSiS
Angle Dependency of the de Haas-van Alphen Oscillations

To probe the shape of the FS of ZrSiS the angle dependency of the dHvA oscillations is
measured in a superconducting magnet, as described in chapter 2. The dHvA oscillations
are measured via capacitive magnetometry employing the cantilever magneto-torque method,
described in 2. The sample is placed 3 cm away from the field centre, resulting in a small
magnetic field gradient and a scaling factor of 0.98599 for the actual applied magnetic field at
the ZrSiS sample. Magnetic fields up to 16 T at the field centre are used. The angle of rotation
is called ✓. ✓ = 0 is defined as the angle where the Hall probe has its maximum value. It is
noted that the Hall probe as well as the sample are fixed by using a low temperature glue.
This may lead to a small o↵set between the maximum of the Hall probe and the c-axis of the
sample being perfectly aligned with the magnetic field. This o↵set is expected to be small
(O(1 )) and will be neglected in the following discussion.
Here, the rotation of H being parallel to the c-axis to H being parallel to the a-axis is
measured. The direction of the applied magnetic field H is defined as the z-direction. ✓ is
changed by rotating a platform, on which the cantilever with the ZrSiS sample is mounted,
and its actual value is extracted by simultaneously measuring the Hall resistance of a hall
probe. All measurements shown in the following have been performed at a temperature of
1.25 K.
In figure 4.1.1.1 the measured voltage signal of the analog capacitance bridge can be seen. As

Figure 4.1.1.1: Measured dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS for ✓ = 0 at a temperature of T = 1.25 K.

explained in chapter 2, this change in voltage is related to the movement of the cantilever. For
clarity, only the ✓ = 0 curve is shown up to a magnetic field of approximately µ0 H ⇡ 15.8 T.
It can be seen that the signal consists out of multiple dHvA oscillations. The frequency
components that are present range from low (order of T) to high (order of kT). Figure
B.1.0.1 in appendix B, again, shows figure 4.1.1.1, but together with two magnified field
regions to give a better understanding of the complexity of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS at
✓ = 0 . The discussion of the high frequency oscillations observed in the angle dependency
of the dHvA oscillations is beyond the scope of this thesis. In the following, all Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) spectra will therefore exclusively focus on the low frequency oscillations.
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To analyse the frequency components of the dHvA oscillation an FFT analysis is performed.
In the following, all computed FFT spectra are computed with the self-written python code
FFTGen.py, described in chapter 3. The magnetic field range used for the calculation of all
FFT spectra of the angle dependency of the dHvA oscillations is given by µ0 Hmin = 0.60 T
and µ0 Hmax = 15.77 T. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline
interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 262144 and Nz = 391884 zeros are padded after a Hann
window was applied to the data.
Figure 4.1.1.2 shows the computed FFT spectrum of the low frequency regime (frequencies
up to 440 T). First, peaks corresponding to MOs of individual Fermi pockets are labelled as ,
↵, and and are located at frequencies of 8 T, 241 T, and 420 T, respectively. The statement
that these three peaks correspond to MOs of individual Fermi pockets is elaborated in more
detail later on. Next, the peak at 16 T is consistent with the second harmonic of and is
therefore labelled as 2 . The last peak of interest, labelled as
↵, is observed at 180 T
and roughly corresponds to the di↵erence in frequencies of and ↵. Table 4.1 summarises
all labelled peaks and their respective frequencies. Note that the analysis and discussion of
all the other observed peaks in the FFT spectrum goes beyond the scope of this thesis and
will therefore not be considered. In the following, all FFT spectra automatically refer to the
low frequency regime (frequencies up to 440 T). Note that harmonics of any fundamental
frequency will not be discussed in more detail.
Peak
2
↵
↵

FFT Frequency (T)
8
16
180
241
420

Table 4.1: Labelled peaks of the FFT spectrum of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS for ✓ = 0 and
T = 1.25 K with their respective frequencies given in units of Tesla (T).
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Figure 4.1.1.2: Low frequency regime of the FFT spectrum of measured dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS
for ✓ = 0 at a temperature of T = 1.25 K. Peaks of interest are labelled as , 2 ,
↵, ↵, and ,
respectively. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.60 T to µ0 Hmax = 15.77 T.
Data are interpolated with Nintp = 262144 using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm. A Hann
window is used and Nz = 391884 zeros are padded.

Furthermore, additional observations and discussions regarding
↵ are postponed until
the temperature dependencies of the dHvA and SdH oscillations in ZrSiS of the individual
Fermi pockets have been presented and discussed.
In figure 4.1.1.3 the complete angle dependency of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS can be
seen. ✓ is changed in (approximate) steps of 2 from 0 to 90 . For clarity a constant o↵set
is used between two adjacent FFT spectra. In figure 4.1.1.3 (a) the full angle dispersion of
the orbit can be clearly seen. At ✓ = 0
is located at a frequency of 8 T. It is also
observed that at some angle splits up at an angle of roughly 50 indicating a complex
shape of the Fermi pocket. This can be seen more clearly by extracting the frequency
dependent peak positions of the orbit from figure 4.1.1.3 (a), which are then compared to
the calculated angle dependency obtained from DFT calculations, as shown in figure 4.1.1.3
(c). The experimentally observed pocket can not be assigned to any individual Fermi
pocket obtained from DFT calculations as no correspondence between the experimentally
observed orbit and any orbit of the computed ones can be seen. The full angle dispersion of
the ↵ and orbits is shown in figure 4.1.1.3 (b). At ✓ = 0 ↵ is located at a frequency of 241
T and is located at 420 T. Again, by extracting the frequency dependent peak positions
of the ↵ and orbits from 4.1.1.3 (b), they can be compared to angle dependent frequency
peak positions of individual Fermi pockets obtained from DFT calculations. Figure 4.1.1.3
(c) shows this comparison. The measured angle dispersion of ↵
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.1.1.3: Low frequency regime of computed FFT spectra of measured dHvA oscillations in
ZrSiS for ✓ ranging from 0 to 90 in approximate angle steps of 2 . Frequencies range (a) from 0
T to 260 T and (b) from 100 T to 900 T. Shown FFT spectra have a constant o↵ set for clarity.
All FFT spectra are computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.60 T to µ0 Hmax = 15.77 T. Data
are interpolated with Nintp = 262144 using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm. A Hann window
is used and Nz = 391884 zeros are padded. In (c) and (d) extracted peak positions (black) of the
computed FFT peaks of , and ↵ and
are shown, respectively, and compared to peak positions
obtained from DFT calculations (red). For ✓ = 0 the individual Fermi pockets have frequencies
= 8 T, ↵ = 241 T, and = 420 T. DFT calculations are done by professor A. Carrington from
the University of Bristol.
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perfectly matches the angle dispersion of a computed individual pocket. Next, the observed
angle dispersion and angle-dependent splitting of the peak likely corresponds to a computed
orbit located at 517 T at ✓ = 0 . Although the absolute frequencies (size of the Fermi pockets)
di↵er, the dispersion with angles have a high correlation. Lastly, from both, experiment and
DFT it can be seen that the angle dispersions of ↵ and
cross. In the measured angle
dependency this crossing is observed at ✓ ⇡ 22 .
From the correspondences of the angle dependencies of the measured ↵ and peaks with
DFT computed orbits the previous statement, that the measured frequencies of ↵ and
are due to MOs of individual Fermi pockets, can be proven. The shape of the ↵ pocket
is therefore exactly the shape of the computed pocket, and the shape of the computed
pocket is very similar to the shape found in the angle dependency. Ultimately, it can be
shown that the experimentally observed ↵ and pockets correspond to the hole and electron
pockets, respectively, in the Z-R-A plane of Brillouin zone (BZ) of ZrSiS. This is schematically
illustrated in figure 4.1.1.4. That the measured frequency of should also correspond to an

Figure 4.1.1.4: Projection of the FS of ZrSiS in the Z-R-A plane of the BZ. The electron pockets,
i.e.
pockets, and the hole pockets, i.e. ↵ pockets, are shown in green and blue, respectively. Also
indicated in the figure are the Z, R, and A symmetry points.

individual Fermi pocket can not be confirmed by DFT. From DFT it is clear that something
with a small extremal area should be present, however, this pocket is, as seen in the figure
above, not located in the Z-R-A plane of ZrSiS. MOs originating from other planes of the BZ
are not discussed within this thesis but should be taken into account to explain the occurrence
of the experimental observed orbit.
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4.1.2

Temperature Dependency of the de Haas-van Alphen and
Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations

Having probed the shape of the FS of ZrSiS by measuring the angle dependency of the
dHvA oscillations at a constant temperature of T = 1.25 K, the next topic of interest is the
temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS and complementary to them the
temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS. From such temperature dependent
measurements the cyclotron masses of the charge carriers contributing to the MOs can be
extracted, as already explained in chapter 1.
The dHvA oscillations are measured in a Bitter magnet via capacitive magnetometry using
the cantilever magneto-torque method, as described in chapter 2. Magnetic fields up to 35
T at the field centre are used for these measurements. The sample is placed 4 cm away from
the field centre resulting in a magnetic field gradient and a scaling factor of approximately
0.94 for the actual applied magnetic field at the ZrSiS sample. For the measurements of the
dHvA oscillations temperatures ranging from 0.3 K up to 30 K are used.
As already mentioned, the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS is also
shown in this section. The measurements are performed in the field centre of a Bitter magnet
with fields up to 31 T and by using the lock-in amplifier method, as described in chapter 2.
For these measurements an AC excitation current with a frequency of f0 = 13 Hz and an
amplitude of 1 mA was applied. During measurements of the SdH oscillations temperatures
ranging from 0.39 K up to 90 K are used.
Note that all temperature curves are measured with the magnetic field H being applied parallel to the c-axis of the samples.
In figure 4.1.2.1 the full temperature dependency of the dHvA (figure 4.1.2.1 (a)) and the
SdH oscillations superimposed on the magnetoresistance (MR) (figure 4.1.2.1 (b)) are shown.
All MR curves have a constant o↵set for clarity. The definition of the MR can be found in
chapter 1 (see equation (1.1.42)). In both cases complex MOs can be observed up to temperatures of 6 K or 7.5 K, respectively, with frequencies ranging from low (order of T) to
high (order of kT). All MRs that are observed are positive. In section B.2 of appendix B
the temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations (see figure B.2.0.1) and the SdH oscillations (see figure B.2.0.2) can be seen for four selected temperatures. In these figures four
magnified field regions are shown, too, to emphasize the complexity of the MOs. Also seen in
figure 4.1.2.1 is that with increasing temperature the MOs get damped. This is in agreement
with the standard theory of MOs discussed in chapter 1 where an amplitude reduction factor
due to finite temperatures, RT (see equation (1.2.38)), was introduced. A discussion of the
high frequency oscillations in the kT regime that are observed mainly at high magnetic fields
goes beyond the scope of this thesis, as already mentioned in the previous section. In the
following, all Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) spectra will therefore exclusively focus on the
low frequency oscillations (up to 490 T).
A more detailed analysis of the MOs can be done by using FFT analysis. For that purpose
the FFT spectra of the temperature curves of the dHvA oscillations have been computed
with the self-written python code FFTGen.py. The magnetic field range used for the computation of all FFT spectra of the dHvA oscillations is given by µ0 Hmin = 0.719 T and
µ0 Hmax = 32.600 T. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline
interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 1048576 and after applying a Hann window to the data
Nz = 1287571 zeros are padded to the data. Figure 4.1.2.2 now shows the FFT spectra of the
temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS. The peaks located at the frequencies 8 T, 239 T, and 418 T correspond to the , ↵, and pockets as these individual Fermi
pockets were identified as such in the previous section. Note that some frequency values do
not perfectly match between di↵erent experiments which may be caused by an alignment
error that causes the absolute magnetic field to slightly di↵er at di↵erent cool downs. This
error, however, is so small (order of T) that it can safely be disregarded for the discussions in
this thesis. For this reason small di↵erences between frequency values obtained from di↵erent
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Figure 4.1.2.1: Full temperature dependency of (a) dHvA and (b) SdH oscillations in ZrSiS. Used
temperatures are shown in the graphs. In (b) the curves have a constant o↵set for clarity. The
magnetic field µ0 H is applied parallel to the c-axis of ZrSiS.

measurements can be safely disregarded as no measurement has exactly the same conditions
as another measurement. Also observed in figure 4.1.2.2 are peaks located at the frequencies
17 T and 480 T which correspond to the second harmonics of and ↵, respectively , and
are denoted as 2 and 2↵. For more details on these two harmonics the reader is referred
to section B.2 of appendix B. The last item to mention is the peak located at a frequency
of 180 T which corresponds to the di↵erence in frequencies of and ↵ and was previously
labelled as
↵. Frequencies not shown in figure 4.1.2.2 due to the line breaks in the low
frequency regime can also be seen in section B.2 of appendix B.
Moving on, the FFT spectra of the temperature curves of the SdH oscillations that have
been computed with the self-written python code FFTGen.py are considered. For the com63

Figure 4.1.2.2: Low frequency regime of the full temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations
in ZrSiS. The peaks of , 2 ,
↵, ↵, , and 2↵ are explicitly shown. The FFT is computed
for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.719 T to µ0 Hmax = 32.600 T. The number of points used for
interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 1048576. A Hann window is
used and Nz = 1287571 zeros are padded.

puted FFT spectra of the SdH oscillations a magnetic field range from µ0 Hmin = 2.50 T to
µ0 Hmax = 30.55 T is used. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline
interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 262144. After interpolation a Hann window is applied to
the data and Nz = 689548 zeros are padded afterwards. The spectra can be seen in figure
4.1.2.3. Analogous to the observations made in the temperature dependency of the dHvA
oscillations, peaks located at the frequencies 16 T, 180 T, 241 T, and 483 T are observed.
These frequencies correspond to 2 ,
↵, ↵, and 2↵, respectively, from the previous discussions.
in this figure is shown in red as no clear peak feature can be seen. This could
have as reason a larger background noise in SdH measurements than in dHvA measurements
due to the electrical contacts needed for SdH measurements, whereas dHvA measurements
use a technique with no electrical contacts on the sample. This larger background noise then
causes the SdH oscillations to not be clearly visible in the spectrum. However, it remains
unclear why the 2 peak is still strongly present in the spectrum.
The main observation when comparing the SdH temperature dependency to the dHvA measurements is the complete absence of the orbit in the SdH data. Surprisingly, the
↵
orbit is still visible. A possible explanation to why the absence of beta does not a↵ect this
peak will be given in the next section. How this could be connected will follow shortly during
the general discussion of
↵. Again, frequencies not shown in figure 4.1.2.3 due to the line
breaks in the low frequency regime can be seen in section B.2 of appendix B.
A magnification of the peaks of both MOs corresponding to ,
↵, ↵, and can be seen
in figure 4.1.2.4. Panels (1) - (4) depict the temperature dependencies of these four peaks
obtained from dHvA measurements. Panels (5) - (8) show the peaks obtained from SdH
measurements. The normalized amplitudes obtained from the dHvA and SdH measurements
of a peak are shown in panels (9) - (12) together with the respective Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK)
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Figure 4.1.2.3: Low frequency regime of the full temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in
ZrSiS. The peaks of , 2 ,
↵, ↵, and 2↵ are explicitly shown. A red label means that the peak is
either not clearly seen or missing. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 2.50 T to
µ0 Hmax = 30.55 T. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation
algorithm is Nintp = 262144. A Hann window is used and Nz = 689548 zeros are padded.

fits for both measurements over the full temperature range. The obtained cyclotron masses
are summarised in table 4.2.
The mass ratios, m/m0 , for and ↵ obtained from the dHvA oscillations are of the same
order of magnitude as the values reported by Hu et al. in [30]. The other two mass ratios
Peak
↵
↵

m/m0 (dHvA)
0.04
0.10
0.08
0.14

m/m0 (SdH)
0.37
0.12
-

Table 4.2: Ratio of the cyclotron mass m to the free electron mass m0 for ,
↵, ↵, and
extracted from the FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the dHvA and the SdH oscillations
by performing an LK fit.

obtained from the dHvA oscillations can not be verified compared to other published work
as the corresponding frequency peaks have not been observed or studied in detail elsewhere.
Another observation is that the mass ratios of
↵ and ↵ are quite di↵erent when comparing
masses extracted from SdH and dHvA measurements. This discrepancy can be explained by
considering the ratio of the cyclotron mass m to the averaged magnetic field < (µ0 H) 1 > 1
that enters in the LK fit. When the chosen magnetic field interval, given by µ0 Hmin and
µ0 Hmax , is too large such that a certain MO frequency is not yet present, the averaged magnetic field is underestimated. But to give the same LK fit the ratio m/ < (µ0 H) 1 > 1 has
to stay the same. This has as a result that m is underestimated as well in the LK fit analysis.
This can be clearly seen in panel (10) of figure 4.1.2.4. The LK fits are almost exactly the
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1
same but the averaged magnetic field for the dHvA LK fit is m/ < (µ0 H) 1 >dHvA
= 1.407 T
1
1
and m/ < (µ0 H) >SdH = 4.622 T for the SdH LK fit. Calculating the ratio gives

< (µ0 H)

1

1
>SdH
/ < (µ0 H)

1

1
>dHvA
⇡ 3.3,

(4.1.1)

which is approximately equal to the ratio of mSdH↵ /mdHvA
↵ = 3.7. For the discrepancy seen
in the cyclotron masses obtained for ↵ and similar arguments hold as the MOs due to these
two pockets start at a larger value of µ0 Hmin than the values that are taken here for the LK
fit analysis. This could then also explain the discrepancy between the value of the ↵ cyclotron
mass obtained from the SdH oscillations and the value of the ↵ cyclotron mass reported by
Pezzini et al. in [7]. Due to limited time, the explicit magnetic field range analysis to obtain
the correct cyclotron masses was not possible here.
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Figure 4.1.2.4: Magnifications of the peaks corresponding to ,
↵, ↵, and (from top to bottom).
On the left side, (1) - (4), the dHvA temperature dependency is shown. In the middle, (5) - (8), the
SdH temperature dependency is shown. On the right, (9) - (12), the normalized amplitudes of the
peaks obtained for dHvA (red) and SdH (black) oscillations. The LK fits are shown in blue for the
dHvA oscillation and in green for the SdH oscillations. The extracted values of the cyclotron mass
m can be found in table 4.2.
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4.1.3

Angle and Temperature Dependency of

↵

In the previous sections the origin of the peak located at 180 T and labelled as
↵ has not
been explained, yet. In the following, an explanation of the origin of
↵ is given.
As explained in chapter 1, magnetic breakdown (MB) can arise if either two or more Fermi
pockets are situated closely enough in k-space or the applied magnetic field reaches a MB
value, labelled as H0 so that charge carriers can tunnel through the forbidden regions in kspace. This then leads to the generation of new peaks in the MO spectrum. If only one type
of charge carriers is present at the Fermi energy the direction of circulation around all Fermi
pockets is the same and all individual frequencies have to be added when forming a so-called
MB orbit. If both types of charge carriers are present at the Fermi energy the direction of
circulation can be in the opposite direction if tunnelling between Fermi pockets of di↵erent
charge carrier type due to MB is possible. In that case frequencies can be subtracted from
each other. In the Z-R-A plane of the BZ of ZrSiS both types of charge carriers are present.
Considering now just one ↵ and one pocket, shown in figure 4.1.3.1, a MB orbit with a
frequency corresponding to the frequency of
↵ can be constructed from the individual ↵
and pockets. This also explains the name
↵ that was chosen earlier on in this chapter.
So the di↵erence in frequencies of the individual orbits ↵ and arises due to the opposite

Figure 4.1.3.1: Close up of two neighbouring FS pockets in the Z-R-A plane of ZrSiS. The blue pocket
corresponds to the hole orbit, i.e. the ↵ orbit, and the electron orbit, i.e. the orbit, is indicated
with green. The arrows indicate the respective direction of circulation of the holes and electrons if a
magnetic field, pointing out of the page, is applied. The gap in k-space between the two Fermi pockets
is denoted by kg .

direction of circulation of these two pockets resulting in a reduced area in k-space.
Figure 4.1.3.2 now shows the angle dependency of the FFT spectrum of the dHvA oscillations
concerning the
↵ MB orbit for small angles. It can be seen that
↵ is only visible
up to an angle of 2.9 . It was first predicted that
↵ should disappear due to the gap in
k-space between ↵ and , denoted by kg , becoming larger with increasing angle of rotation.
But it is also known from the full angle dependency that the shape of the ↵ and pockets
is smooth and not discontinuous. This in return should not lead to a sudden disappearance
of the MB orbit
↵. Further theoretical and experimental work is needed to get to the
origin of this strange angle dependency of
↵.
Following the MB theory, as explained in [8], the cyclotron mass of the
↵ MB orbit should
correspond to the sum of the cyclotron masses of the ↵ and pockets. Referring back to
table 4.2 and looking at the values obtained from the temperature dependency of the dHvA
oscillations this result can be confirmed, but only when one also accounts for the scaling
factors due to taking a too large magnetic field range, i.e. due to taking a too small value
for µ0 Hmin .
The last item to be discussed is the observation of the
↵ MB orbit in the total absence of
the orbit in the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations. Following the argument of
Hussey and Robinson in [31] and due to basically measuring charge carrier scattering in the
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Figure 4.1.3.2: Low frequency regime of the FFT spectra of measured dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS for
✓ = 0 , 1.3 , 2.9 , 4.2 , and 6.2 at a temperature of T = 1.25 K. The FFT spectra shown have an o↵
set for clarity. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.60 T to µ0 Hmax = 15.77 T
is used. Data are interpolated with Nintp = 262144 using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm. A
Hann window is used and Nz = 391884 zeros are padded.

SdH measurements conducted in this thesis, an explanation for the ”missing” orbit could
be an anisotropic scattering rate due to an increase in the density of states (DoS) on the
orbit near the ↵ orbit. This would lead to the avoidance of the orbit and MB tunnelling
to the ↵ orbit due to increased scattering. As a result, the high DoS regions of the orbit
would still be avoided for the
↵ MB orbit and thus lead to the observation of the
↵
MB orbit in total absence of the orbit.
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4.2

HfSiS

Having presented and discussed the experimental results of ZrSiS, the next material that is
investigated is HfSiS. By replacing Zr atoms with Hf atoms the spin orbit interaction (SOI)
increases which in turn makes the gap in k-space adjacent ↵ and Fermi pockets, i.e. kg
(see figure 4.1.3.1) larger. In the following, the obtained results of an angle dependency and
a temperature dependency of SdH oscillations in HfSiS are presented and discussed.

4.2.1

Angle Dependency of Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations

The angle dependency of the SdH oscillations superimposed on the MR of HfSiS is measured
in the field centre of a Bitter magnet at a temperature of T = 1.4 K for angles up to ±6 .
Here, magnetic fields up to 35 T are used. Again, the lock-in amplifier method is used to
measure the MR and SdH oscillations. For the measurements an AC excitation current with
a frequency of f0 = 13 Hz and an amplitude of 1 mA was applied. The angle of rotation is
called ✓. ✓ = 0 is defined as the angle where the Hall probe has its maximum value. All
measurements have been performed at a temperature of 1.4 K.

Figure 4.2.1.1: MR in HfSiS on which SdH oscillations are superimposed for ✓ = ±2 , ±4 , and ±6
at a temperature of T = 1.4 K. Each curve has a specific o↵set that is directly linked to the real
angle of rotation.

Figure 4.2.1.1 now shows the MR on which SdH oscillations are superimposed for ✓ = 0 , 1 ,±
2 , ±4 , and ±6 . Each curve displays a positive MR and has a specific o↵set that is directly
linked to the real angle of rotation. The oscillations observed in HfSiS are not as complex
as the oscillations observed for ZrSiS. Also seen is that the MR curves are not perfectly
symmetric around ✓ = 0 which indicates that the c-axis of the sample is misaligned with
respect to the applied magnetic field. This misalignment could be present due to the Hall
probe as well as the sample being fixed by using a low temperature glue. This may lead to
a small o↵set between the maximum of the Hall probe and the c-axis of the sample being
perfectly aligned with the magnetic field. This o↵set is expected to be small (O(1 )).
Performing an FFT with the self-written python code, FFTGen.py as described in chapter
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1, one is able to further analyse the frequency spectrum of the SdH oscillations. For all
computed FFT spectra a magnetic field range from µ0 Hmin = 5 T to µ0 Hmax = 33 T is used.
The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is
Nintp = 262144. After interpolation a Hann window is applied to the interpolated data and
Nz = 664728 zeros are padded afterwards. Before displaying all FFT spectra, only the FFT
spectrum belonging to 0 is shown in figure 4.2.1.2 to see what frequencies are present in the
SdH oscillations. Comparing this FFT spectrum to predictions made by DFT calculations,

Figure 4.2.1.2: Low frequency regime of the FFT spectrum of measured SdH oscillations in HfSiS
for ✓ = 0 at a temperature of T = 1.4 K, as shown by the insets. Peaks of interest are labelled
as
↵, ↵, , and 2↵, respectively. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 5 T
to µ0 Hmax = 33 T. Data are interpolated with Nintp = 262144 using a Cubic Spline interpolation
algorithm. A Hann window is applied to the interpolated data and Nz = 664728 zeros are padded.

one is able to identify two peaks, ↵ and that, just as in the case of ZrSiS, belong to the
individual hole and electron pocket at the Fermi energy, respectively, but are located at
higher frequencies. For ✓ = 0 , ↵ is located at 263 T and is located at 470 T. A peak
consistent with the second harmonic of ↵ is also observed and located at 528 T. The main
observation here is the presence of the
↵ MB orbit located at 207 T. The presence of this
MB orbit falsifies the initial assumption that due larger SOI and thus a larger kg between
adjacent ↵ and pockets no MB should occur. Figure 4.2.1.3 shows the FFT spectra of the
MR curves of figure 4.2.1.1. Again, a specific o↵set is used for each curve that is directly
linked to the real angle of rotation. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye representing the
✓ = 0 positions of
↵, ↵, , and 2↵ which are summarised in table 4.3. It can be seen
that moves slightly in this small angle dependency. ↵ and 2↵ stay at the same frequency.
Similar to
↵’s strange angle dependency in ZrSiS,
↵ in HfSiS also exhibits a strange
angle dependency as it only occurs for ✓ = 0 . To be able to explain this feature more
theoretical and experimental work is needed.
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Peak
↵
↵
2↵

FFT Frequency (T)
207
263
470
528

Table 4.3: Labelled peaks of the FFT spectrum of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS for ✓ = 0 and
T = 1.4 K with their respective frequencies given in units of Tesla (T).

Figure 4.2.1.3: FFT spectra of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS for ✓ = 0 , 1 , ± 2 , ± 4 , and ± 6
at a temperature of T = 1.4 K showing the small angle dependency of
↵, ↵, , and 2↵. The
FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 5 T to µ0 Hmax = 33 T. Data are interpolated
with Nintp = 262144 using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm. A Hann window is applied to the
interpolated data and Nz = 664728 zeros are padded. The FFT spectra have an o↵ set for clarity.
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4.2.2

Temperature Dependency of Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations

To extract the values of the cyclotron masses of the orbits observed in the previous section
the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS has to be measured. The
measurements are performed in the field centre of a Bitter magnet with fields up to 31 T and
by using the lock-in amplifier method, as described in chapter 2. For these measurements
an AC excitation current with a frequency of f0 = 13 Hz and an amplitude of 1 mA was
applied. During measurements of the SdH oscillations temperatures ranging from 1.3 K up
to 80 K are used.
Note that all temperature curves are measured with the magnetic field H being applied
parallel to the c-axis of the samples.

MR

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K

Figure 4.2.2.1: Full temperature dependency of the MR with superimposed SdH oscillations in HfSiS.
Used temperatures are shown in the graph. The magnetic field µ0 H is applied parallel to the c-axis
of HfSiS. The curves have a constant o↵set for clarity.

Figure 4.2.2.1 shows the full temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations superimposed
on the MR in HfSiS. All curves have a constant o↵set for clarity. Analogous to ZrSiS, complex
MOs can be seen up to a temperature of 32 K with frequencies ranging from low (order of T)
to high (order of kT). These high frequencies were absent in the angle dependency of HfSiS.
A possible explanation is that the quality of the sample used for the angle dependency is
less than the quality of the HfSiS sample used for the temperature dependency. Another
reason could be that the c-axis of the sample used for the angle dependency was even more
misaligned with respect to the applied magnetic field than previously assumed. Note that
further discussion of the high frequency components goes beyond the scope of this thesis
and will therefore not be considered here. For more details on the temperature dependency
the SdH oscillations in HfSiS the reader is referred to section B.3 of appendix B. There, the
temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations can be seen for four selected temperatures.
In these figures four magnified field regions are shown, too, to emphasize the complexity of
the MOs.
To be able to extract the cyclotron masses, an FFT analysis of the above SdH oscillations is
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Figure 4.2.2.2: Low frequency regime of the full temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in
HfSiS. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 10 T to µ0 Hmax = 30.99 T. The
number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp =
131072. A Hann window is used and Nz = 642994 zeros are padded.

performed. The FFT spectra are computed with the self-written python code FFTGen.py.
For all computed FFT a magnetic field range from µ0 Hmin = 10.00 T to µ0 Hmax = 30.99 T
is used. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation
algorithm is Nintp = 131072. After interpolation a Hann window is applied to the data and
then Nz = 642994 zeros are padded to increase the resolution of the FFT spectra. Figure
4.2.2.2 shows the low frequency regime, where the peaks corresponding to
↵, ↵, , and
2↵ were labelled accordingly. Here the
↵ peak is located at 208 T. The ↵ and peaks
are located at 263 T and 473 T, respectively. Again, the peak located at 533 T is consistent
with the second harmonic of the ↵ peak, 2↵. From bandstructure calculations it is known
that there should also be a low frequency peak corresponding to the nearly spherical Fermi
pocket located at the point in the BZ of HfSiS. In [8] it is argued that this peak should be
located at 30 T. Here, only a smeared out peak can be seen due to spectral leakage and other
FFT-quality reducing e↵ects. For more details on the peak structure of this low frequency
peak and the 2↵ peak the reader is referred to section B.3 of appendix B. The cyclotron
masses extracted with an LK fit for
↵, ↵, and are summarised in table 4.4. The values
Peak
↵
↵

m/m0
0.56
0.18
0.48

Table 4.4: Ratio of the cyclotron mass m to the free electron mass m0 for
↵, ↵, and extracted
from the FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations by performing an LK
fit.

of the mass ratios are consistent with the values that are reported by van Delft et al. in [8].
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Another observation is that the sum of the cyclotron masses of the individual Fermi pockets
↵ and almost corresponds to the cyclotron mass of the MB orbit
↵, as is predicted by
theory. Note that also here, due to limited time, the explicit magnetic field range analysis to
obtain the correct cyclotron masses could not be done.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis, we have performed an extensive magnetic oscillation (MO) study of the ternary
compounds ZrSiS and HfSiS. By carrying out a detailed analysis of the Fermi surface (FS)
of ZrSiS and HfSiS by the means of measuring the de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) and the
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) e↵ect, individual Fermi pockets labelled as , ↵, and can be
identified. By comparing the results to DFT calculations, it is found that the ↵ pocket and
the pocket correspond to the hole pocket and electron pocket located in the Z-R-A plane of
the Brillouin zone (BZ) of both compounds, respectively. The pocket can not be verified by
comparing the experimental results with DFT calculations for ZrSiS. For the case of HfSiS,
only a smeared out low frequency feature is observed that can not be clearly attributed to
the DFT predicted, spherical electron pocket at the point of the BZ of HfSiS.
For dHvA and SdH oscillations complex magnetic oscillation (MO) signals are observed in
the angle and temperature dependencies of the MOs. The observed frequencies range from
low (order of T) to high (order of kT). A first attempt on breaking down the complexity
of the MO signals is done by the means of a self-written python code that performs a ’Fast
Fourier Transform’ (FFT) analysis of the MO signals. By doing so, the frequencies belonging
to the , ↵, and orbits located in the low frequency regime are analysed. Further data
analysis is needed to analyse the complete low frequency regime of the MOs.
For the analysis of the high frequency components of the MOs more experimental and theoretical work is needed to pinpoint their origin. Pezzini et al. [7] state that in ZrSiS these
high frequencies could also be due to magnetic breakdown (MB), generating MB orbits that
include all individual Fermi pockets present in the Z-R-A plane. The FFT spectra including
the high frequency regime are shown in figures 5.0.0.1 (a) and 5.0.0.2 (a) for the temperature
dependency of the dHvA and the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS, respectively. The FFT spectrum
including the high frequency regime for the case of the temperature dependency of the SdH
oscillations in HfSiS is shown in figure 5.0.0.3. Furthermore, other signal analysis methods
than FFT are needed for the analysis of the high frequency regimes, shown in figures 5.0.0.1
(b), 5.0.0.2 (b), and 5.0.0.3 as the observed peaks su↵er heavily from spectral leakage and
noise. Signal analysis methods like the ”Maximum Entropy Method” (MEM) could be used
to increase the resolution of the spectra drastically, as is reported in [32] and [33].
Also observed in this thesis, is that MB occurs in the dHvA and SdH oscillations of both
materials. More work is needed to explain the appearance of this e↵ect in HfSiS as the value
of the k-space gap, kg between adjacent ↵ and pockets is much larger due to spin orbit
interaction (SOI) than in ZrSiS. In this thesis, only the MB orbit
↵ is considered. It can
be shown that the
↵ orbit originates from MB between one hole and electron orbit, i.e.
↵ and orbit in the Z-R-A plane of the BZ of both compounds. The disappearance of the
↵ MB orbit for small angles with respect to the axis of the applied magnetic field is an
unexpected feature in both materials. More work is needed to understand this property of
↵.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.0.0.1: (a) Complete FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations
in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied parallel to the c-axis. (b) Magnification of the high
frequency regime of (a). The FFT spectra are computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.719 T and
µ0 Hmax = 32.600 T. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation
algorithm is Nintp = 1048576. A Hann window is used and Nz = 1287571 zeros are padded.

Continuing, the absence of the peak in the FFT spectra of the temperature dependency
of the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS is also completely unexpected and counterintuitive, as the
orbit is observed in the cases of the temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations in
ZrSiS and the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS. As mentioned in
the previous chapter, this could be due to an anisotropic scattering rate due to an increase
in the density of states (DoS) occurring for states on the pocket near the ↵ pocket due to
the linear dispersing bands of ZrSiS. More work is needed to understand this total absence
of the peak in FFT spectra of the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS.
Lastly, no correlation and topologically non-trivial e↵ects have been observed in the measurements of ZrSiS and HfSiS performed in this thesis. This by no means indicates that no such
e↵ects could be present, as these e↵ects could be deeply hidden in the data. For example, one
of the places where topology could be found is the phase term of the MOs. There, an extra
phase in the form of the Berry phase could be present. To see correlation e↵ects, a magnetic field range study of the MOs should be performed to search for e.g. an unconventional
enhancement in the cyclotron mass, as reported in [7]. During such a magnetic field range
study of the MOs, one should also perform cross checks of the obtained cyclotron masses to
exclude any possibility of underestimating the cyclotron masses due to choosing a too large
magnetic field range, as was reported in this thesis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.0.0.2: (a) Complete FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations
in ZrSiS with the magnetic field µ0 H applied parallel to the c-axis. (b) Magnification of the high
frequency regime of (a). The FFT spectra are computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 2.50 T to
µ0 Hmax = 30.55 T. The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation
algorithm is Nintp = 262144. A Hann window is used and Nz = 689548 zeros are padded.
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Figure 5.0.0.3: Complete FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS
with the magnetic field µ0 H applied parallel to the c-axis. The FFT spectra are computed for a field
range from µ0 Hmin = 10 T to µ0 Hmax = 30.99 T. The number of points used for interpolation using
a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 131072. A Hann window is used and Nz = 642994
zeros are padded.
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Appendix A

Source Code FFTGen.py
Here the source code of the python code FFTGen.py, written by the author, is given. In
section 3.3 it is explained how this code works in general. For more details the reader is
referred to the commented code given below.
Note that to be able to give a certain data file as input one has to make sure that this data
file only contains the x and y data of the MO signal of interest. The x data is the magnetic
field data and the y data corresponds to the voltage signal of the MO signal. Also no header
line may be present in the data file of interest.
#!/usr/bin/env python3
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
Created on Mon Dec 18 14:19:50 2017
@author: cmuller
Program taking inverse of & reversing extracted magnetic oscillation data,
performing CubicSpline interpolation, windowing, zero padding, and computing FFT
spectrum
"""

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
"""
#===============IMPORTS======================#
"""
#=============================================================================#
import os
import glob
import time
import
import
import
import
import
from
from
from
from
from
from

numpy as np
decimal
math as m
numpy_indexed as npi
scipy.stats as stats

scipy.interpolate
scipy.interpolate
scipy.interpolate
scipy.interpolate
scipy.interpolate
scipy.interpolate

import
import
import
import
import
import

UnivariateSpline
CubicSpline
PchipInterpolator
Akima1DInterpolator
splrep
splev

import scipy.fftpack as scfftp
from scipy.signal import blackman, hamming, hann, kaiser, triang
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###############################################################################
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
"""
#===============OPTIONS======================#
>>> np.set_printoptions(precision,threshold) : set float precision threshold to
30 and print precision threshold
maximal
"""
#=============================================================================#
np.set_printoptions(precision=30,threshold=np.inf) #print precision maximal

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
"""
#==============PARAMETERS====================#
>>> ’timestr’
: string containing date & time information; used for
dnaming irectories, files & log
>>> ’FirstLoop’

: boolean for checking if the program is in the first loop
or already further
!!!DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER!!!

>>> ’OptIntNo’

: boolean defining how many different interpolation
algorithms are used.
’True’ - use all available interpolation algorithms
’False’ - use only CubicSpline interpolation

>>> ’optRaw’

: boolean for defining if the range of raw input data
’True’ - minimum and maximum of range have to be entered
by user
’False’ - whole data range will be read from input files

>>> ’RawMin’

: Value defining min. value of raw input data to be read
default value is 0

>>> ’RawMax’

: Value defining max. value of raw input data to be read
default value is 0

>>> ’optInterpRange’ : boolean defining if the interpolation range of inverse
input data is to be adjusted
’True’ - minimum and maximum of interpolation range
have to be entered by user
’False’ - inverse data range will be interpolated from
minimum inverse data value up to 1.0
>>> ’optInterpTotal’ : boolean defining the total length of the interpolated
inverse data
’True’ - total length of interpolation array of inverse
data has to be entered
’False’ - whole inverse data range will be interpolated
with the next higher power of 2
>>> ’InterpMin’

: Minimal value for interpolation of inverse data
Default value is 0

>>> ’InterpMax’

: Maximal value for interpolation of inverse data
Default value is 0

>>> ’total’

: Value defining length of total interpolated inverse data
if ’optInterpTotal’ is set to ’True’
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Default value is 0
>>> ’optPad’

: boolean defining if the user wants to pad the windowed
interpolated inverse data
’True’ - data will be padded
’False’ - data will not be padded

>>> ’optPadRng’

: boolean defining the length of the padded array of the
windowed interpolated inverse data
’True’ - padded range will be twice the original length
of data array
’False’ - total length of padded data will be defined by
integer ’PadRng’ which user has to enter

>>> ’PadyCount’

: integer counter that makes sure that zero padding
options are only entered for the first y data of the
first input file and that the other y data of the first
input file and the files and their y data to come are
treated in the same way to be consistent
default value is 1
!!!DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER!!!

>>> ’PadRng’

: integer value entered by user which defines the total
data array length after padding (so value that is
entered here has to include the length of the array
that is to be padded)

>>> ’totalpad’

: integer that shows total padded data length in the log
file
default value is 0
!!!DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER!!!

>>> ’Fcount’

: integer allowing to see which file is being used
start and default value is 1
!!!DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER!!!

>>> ’Pcount’

: integer making sure that the padded, windowed and interpolated data will only be written to an output data file
once
start and default value is 1
!!!DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER!!!

"""
#=============================================================================#
timestr
= time.strftime("%d%m%Y_%H%M%S")
FirstLoop

= True

optIntNo

= False

optRaw
RawMin
RawMax

= True
= 0
= 0

optInterpRange = False
optInterpTotal = True
InterpMin
= decimal.Decimal(’0’)
InterpMax
= decimal.Decimal(’0’)
total
= 0
optPad
optPadRng
PadyCount
PadRng
totalPad
Fcount
Pcount

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

True
True
0
0
0
1
0

#define counter for number of files
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###############################################################################
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
"""
#==============FUNCTIONS=====================#
"""
#=============================================================================#
def init_xy(file_act):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a mainroutine!
’init_xy()’ initialises x & y data from an input file to make the data ready
for interpolation dne by ’Interp()’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
Ffile_act
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x_u_npi,y_ave_npi: x data consisting of set of unique values & y data
being averaged for x data that had same value
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Read in the file ’file_act’ with subfunction ’readfile()’
>>> Initialize data arrays ’x’ & ’y’ with subfunction ’init_data()’
>>> Average y data that belong to same-valued x data & make x data unique
with subfunction ’unique_ave_npi()’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES:
>>> For subfunction ’unique_ave_npi()’ the function ’npi.group_by().mean()’
is needed for which the python package ’numpy_indexed’ is needed!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
#get data
f
= readfile(file_act)
#get x y
x,y
= init_data(f)
#average y values of same x points
x_u_npi,y_ave_npi = unique_ave_npi(x,y)
#x_u_stat,y_stat,y_stat_ave = unique_ave_stat(x,y)
return (x_u_npi,y_ave_npi)
#=============================================================================#
def readfile(FILE):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’init_xy()’!
Read in a data file generated by the other self-written python module
’ExtractData.py’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
FILE
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> file: data file containing two columns: index 0 is x data,
index 1 is y data
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Define empty list called ’file’
>>> Open input data file ’FILE’ that is a file generated by the other
self-written module ’ExtractData.py’
|
-> Read and split every line of ’File’
-> Append split line to ’file’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES:
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>>> No header line is allowed to be present in ’File’!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
file = []
with open(FILE, ’r’) as f:
for line in f:
l = line.split()
file.append(l)
return file
#=============================================================================#
def init_data(file):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’init_xy()’!
’init_data’ initialises the x & y data that is used from the input file.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
FirstLoop
optRaw
RawMin
RawMax
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
file
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x,y: data lists ’x’ for x data and ’y’ for y data defined on certain
range of input data, i.e. from ’IndxMin’ to ’IndxMax’
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Define empty lists ’x’ & ’y’
>>> Append x data (index 0) to ’x’ and append y data (index 1) to ’y’
>>> Convert ’x’ &’y’ to arrays with ’dtype=object’ to be able to work with
’decimal’ class
>>> If ’optRaw’ equal ’True’
|
-> If ’FirstLoop’ equal ’True’
|
-> Enter ’RawMin’ to define min. x data value for analysis
-> Enter ’RawMax’ to define max. x data value for analysis
-> If ’RawMin’ & ’RawMax’ do not satisfy certain constraints
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> Define a counter ’c’ & set to 0
|
-> Check for ’item’ in ’x’ that is the first to be larger than
’RawMin’ and remember its ’index’ as ’IndxMin’
-> Raise counter ’c’ by 1
-> Define a counter ’c’ & set to 0
|
-> Check for ’item’ in ’x’ that is the first to be larger than
’RawMax’ and remember its ’index’ as ’IndxMax’
-> Raise counter ’c’ by 1
-> Take new ’x’ & ’y’ on range ’IndxMin’ to ’IndxMax’ of old ’x’ &
’y’
-> If ’FirstLoop’ equal ’False’
|
-> Define ’RawMin’ & ’RawMax’ as the ’RawMin’ & ’RawMax’ of the
’FirstLoop’
-> Define a counter ’c’ & set to 0
|
-> Check for ’item’ in ’x’ that is the first to be larger than
’RawMin’ and remember its ’index’ as ’IndxMin’
-> Raise counter ’c’ by 1
-> Define a counter ’c’ & set to 0
|
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-> Check for ’item’ in ’x’ that is the first to be larger than
’RawMax’ and remember its ’index’ as ’IndxMax’
-> Raise counter ’c’ by 1
-> Take new ’x’ & ’y’ on range ’IndxMin’ to ’IndxMax’ of old ’x’ &
’y’
>>> If length of new ’x’ does not equal length of new ’y’
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’ if ’True’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES: ’RawMin’ & ’RawMax’ must be chosen such that there exist original
input data values that are larger than these two values!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global FirstLoop
global optRaw
global RawMin
global RawMax

x
y

= []
= []

for i in range(0,len(file)):
x.append(decimal.Decimal(file[i][0]))
y.append(decimal.Decimal(file[i][1]))
x = np.asarray(x,dtype=object)
y = np.asarray(y,dtype=object)

if(optRaw == True):
if(FirstLoop == True):
print(’Total field range is from ’ + "{:G}".format(min(x)) +’ T up to ’+ "{:G}".
format(max(x)) + ’ T.\n’)
RawMin = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter min magn. field with up to three digits
decimal precision: ’))
RawMax = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter max magn. field with up to three digits
decimal precision: ’))
if(RawMin < 0 or RawMin < min(x)):
raise ValueError(’RawMin outside allowed range!\n’)
if(RawMax < 0 or RawMax > max(x)):
raise ValueError(’RawMax outside allowed range!\n’)
c = 0
for index, item in enumerate(x):
if(item > RawMin and c < 1):
IndxMin = index
c += 1
c = 0
for index, item in enumerate(x):
if(item > RawMax and c < 1):
IndxMax = index
c += 1
x = x[IndxMin:IndxMax]
y = y[IndxMin:IndxMax]
elif(FirstLoop == False):
RawMin = RawMin
RawMax = RawMax
c = 0
for index, item in enumerate(x):
if(item > RawMin and c < 1):
IndxMin = index
c += 1
c = 0
for index, item in enumerate(x):
if(item > RawMax and c < 1):
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IndxMax = index
c += 1
x = x[IndxMin:IndxMax]
y = y[IndxMin:IndxMax]

if(len(x) != len(y)):
raise ValueError(’x and y data are not of the same length!\n’)
elif(len(x) == len(y)):
return x,y
#=============================================================================#
def unique_ave_npi(x,y):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’init_xy()’!
’unique_ave_npi()’ makes the x data values unique and averages the y data
values that belonged to x data that had the same value.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x_u_npi,y_ave_npi: x data that consists of unique values & y data that
is averaged if respective x data value corresponded
to x data value of amnother y data value
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> By using the function ’npi.group_by().mean()’, provided by the external
python package ’numpy_indexed’, x data values are made unique and the
y data values of non-unique x data values are averaged
>>> Check if data array length of ’x_u_npi’ & ’y_ave_npi’ are the same
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’ if not ’True’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES: If this function does not work comment it in the headfunction
’init_xy()’ and de-comment the function ’unique_ave_stat()’ that
basically does the same, but does not require the installation of an
external package!!!
Also change return values in ’init_xy()’ if de-commenting the
function ’unique_ave_stat()’!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
x_u_npi,y_ave_npi = npi.group_by(x).mean(y)
if(len(x_u_npi) != len(y_ave_npi)):
raise ValueError(’x_u_npi and y_ave_npi are not of the same length!\n’)
elif(len(x_u_npi) == len(y_ave_npi)):
return x_u_npi,y_ave_npi
#=============================================================================#
def unique_ave_stat(x,y):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’init_xy()’!
’unique_ave_stat()’ makes the x data values unique and averages the y data
values that belonged to x data that had the same value.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x_u_stat,y_stat,y_stat_ave: x data consisting of unique values,
statistics on occurrence of same x data
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value for y data values, and binned, i.e.
averaged y data values for points with same
x data values
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Convert ’y’ of ’dtype=object’ to new ’y’ with ’dtype=float’
>>> Make ’x’ unique and colle t statistics on corresponding y data values
>>> Bin, i.e. average data values of ’y’ that have ’x’ that occurres
multiple times
>>> Check if data array length of ’x_u_stati’ & ’y_stat’ & ’y_stat_ave’
are the same
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’ if not ’True’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
y = y.astype(float)
x_u_stat, indxu, inv = np.unique(x,return_index=True,return_inverse=True)
y_stat
= y[indxu]
y_stat_ave, edges, n_bin = stats.binned_statistic(x=inv,values=y,statistic=’mean’,bins=inv
.max()+1)
if(len(x_u_stat) != len(y_stat) or len(x_u_stat) != len(y_stat_ave)):
raise ValueError(’x_u_stat and y_stat OR y_stat_ave are not of the same length!\n’)
elif(len(x_u_stat) == len(y_stat) and len(x_u_stat) == len(y_stat_ave)):
return x_u_stat,y_stat,y_stat_ave

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def Interp(x,y):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a mainroutine!
’Interp()’ processes the input data and makes the data pad & FFT-ready.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
optIntNo
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> data_u,data_interp,dx: ’data_u’ is uniquely averaged data, as given by
’init_xy()’, ’data_interp’ is interpolated data
of original data ’data_u’, and ’dx’ defines the
equal spacing of interpolated data ’data_interp’
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Exclude the first element of ’x’ & ’y’ with ’exclZ()’ because of the
first element of ’x’ being always equal to 0, which gives complications
later on, and define the new arrays as ’x_u’ & ’y_ave’
>>> Concatenate ’x_u’ & ’y_ave’ into ’data_u’
>>> Take the inverse of all values of ’x_u’ with ’inv()’, reverse the array
with ’rev()’ to keep numerical order in data values from small to large
values, and define resulting array as ’x_u_inv’
>>> Reverse ’y_ave’ to match elements to the reversed x data array and
define reulting array as ’y_ave_rev’
>>> Initialise evenly spaced x data ’X_interp’ for interpolation with
’init_interp()’ and also save spacing between x data points as ’dx’
>>> Convert ’x_u_inv’, ’y_ave_rev’ & ’X_interp’ from ’dtype=object’ to
’dtype=float’
>>> Check ’optIntNo’ for number of different interpolation algorithms that
are to be used
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|
-> If ’optIntNo’ equal ’True’
|
-> Use UnivariateSpline, CubicSpline, Pchip, Akima1D & BSpline
interpolation algorithms
-> If ’optIntNo’ equal ’False’
|
-> Use ONLY CubicSpline interpolation algorithm
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES: Spline interpolation better than polynomial interpolation as Splines
do not run into the problem of Runge’s phenomenon!!!
Spline interpolation introduces overshoots in magnetic oscillation
data as opposed to linear interpolation that rather underestimates
oscillations in magnetic oscillation data and therefore introduces
less noise!!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global optIntNo
#disregard data points that are zero otherwise complications with inverse data
x_u
= exclZ(x)
y_ave
= exclZ(y)
data_u
= np.concatenate(([x_u],[y_ave]),axis=0)
#get reverse and then inverse of x data and reverse order of y data because otherwise y
values are assigned to wrong x value
x_u_inv
= inv(rev(x_u))
y_ave_rev
= rev(y_ave)
#define new x points where the interpolater calculates new y values
X_interp,dx
= init_interp(x_u_inv)
#make sure all data arrays are now converted to floats because otherwise the
# interpolators will give TypeError unsupported operand
x_u_inv
= make_flarr(x_u_inv)
y_ave_rev
= make_flarr(y_ave_rev)
X_interp
= make_flarr(X_interp)
#interpolate with different interpolaters and get new y values
if(optIntNo == True):
Y_UniLin,Y_UniCub,Y_CubSpl,Y_Pchip,Y_Akim1D,Y_BSpl, dY_UniLin,dY_UniCub,dY_CubSpl,
dY_Pchip,dY_Akim1D,dY_BSpl, ddY_UniCub,ddY_CubSpl,ddY_Pchip,ddY_Akim1D,ddY_BSpl =
exec_interp(x_u_inv,y_ave_rev,X_interp)
data_interp = np.concatenate(([X_interp], [Y_UniLin],[Y_UniCub],[Y_CubSpl],[Y_Pchip],[
Y_Akim1D],[Y_BSpl], [dY_UniLin],[dY_UniCub],[dY_CubSpl],[dY_Pchip],[dY_Akim1D],[
dY_BSpl], [ddY_UniCub],[ddY_CubSpl],[ddY_Pchip],[ddY_Akim1D],[ddY_BSpl]),axis=0)
elif(optIntNo == False):
Y_CubSpl, dY_CubSpl, ddY_CubSpl = exec_CubSpl_interp(x_u_inv,y_ave_rev,X_interp)
data_interp = np.concatenate(([X_interp], [Y_CubSpl],[dY_CubSpl],[ddY_CubSpl]),axis=0)
return data_u,data_interp,dx
#=============================================================================#
def exclZ(arr):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’exclZ()’ excludes the element [0] from an array.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
arr
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> arr: same as input array b ut without [0] element
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Define new ’arr’ as old ’arr’ without [0] element
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
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arr = arr[1:]
return arr
#=============================================================================#
def inv(arr):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’inv()’ takes the inverse of each element of an array.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
arr
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> arr: new ’arr’ has for each data value the inverse of the input data
value
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Loop through all elements of old ’arr’ and take the inverse of the data
value and define as new ’arr’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
for i in range(0,len(arr)):
arr[i] = decimal.Decimal(1)/arr[i]
return arr
#=============================================================================#
def rev(arr):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’rev()’ reverses the order of elements in an array.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
arr
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> arr: new ’arr’ is order of elements reversed old ’arr’
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Reverse the order of elements of old ’arr’ and define ot as new ’arr’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
arr = arr[::-1]
return arr
#=============================================================================#
def make_flarr(obj_arr):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’make_flarr()’ turns an array of whichever ’dtype’ into ’dtype=float’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
obj_arr
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> fl_arr: array with ’dtype=float’
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Change ’dtype’ of ’obj_arr’ into ’dtype=float’ and define as ’fl_arr’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
fl_arr = obj_arr.astype(float)
return fl_arr
#=============================================================================#
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def init_interp(x):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’init_interp()’ initialises the x data used for interpolation.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
FirstLoop
optRaw
RawMin
RawMax
optInterpRange
optInterpTotal
InterpMin
InterpMax
total
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x_interp,dx: interpolated x data which is now evenly sapced and spacing
between adjacent interpolated points
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> If ’optRaw==False’ and ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> If ’optInterpRange==False’
|
-> Define minimum value of ’x’ as ’InterpMin’
-> Define ’InterpMax’ as ’1.0’ of ’decimal’ class
-> If first or last element of ’x’ do not correspond to ’min(x)’ or
’max(x)’, respectively
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> If ’optInterpRange==True’
|
-> user has to enter values of ’InterpMin’ & ’InterpMax’ for
available interpolation range
-> If ’InterpMin’ smaller than 0 or ’min(x)’
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> If ’InterpMax’ smaller than 0 or greater than ’max(x)’
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
If ’optRaw==True’ and ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> If ’optInterpRange==False’
|
-> Define ’InterpMin’ as inverse of ’RawMax’ & ’InterpMax’ as
inverse of ’RawMin’
-> If ’optInterpRange==True’
|
-> user has to enter ’InterpMin’ & ’InterpMax’ for available
interpolation range defined by inverse values of ’RawMin’ &
’RawMax’
-> If ’InterpMin’ smaller than 0 or inverse value of ’RawMax’
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> If ’InterpMax’ greater than 0 or inverse value of ’RawMin’
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
>>> If ’FirstLoop==False’
|
-> Define ’InterpMin’ & ’InterpMax’ as the ’InterpMin’ & ’InterpMax’ of
the ’FirstLoop’
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>>> Due to ’InterpMin’ being of the ’decimal’ class later conversion to
’float’ can result in round off error that lets ’InterpMin’ fall
outside available interpolation range!!!
To avoid this calculate difference ’d_DecFl’ between ’decimal’
’InterpMin’ and ’decimal-to-float-to-decimal’ converted ’InterpMin’
>>> Add ’d_DecFl’ to ’InterpMin’
>>> If ’optRaw==False’
|
-> Define ’MIN’ as ’min(x)’
>>> If ’optRaw==True’
|
-> Define ’MIN’ as inverse of ’RawMax’
>>> If, now, ’float’ value of ’InterpMin’ is still smaller or equal to
’float’ value of ’MIN’
|
-> Add again 2 times ’d_DecFl’ to ensure that ’InterpMin’ falls into
available interpolation range
>>> If ’optInterpTotal==False’
|
-> If ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> Calculate the power coefficient of 2 ’n’ that is the first power
of 2 that would be larger than the length of the input data
-> Calculate the power of 2, ’total’ that is given by the power
coefficient ’n’
-> If ’FirstLoop==False’
|
-> Take value of ’total’ from ’FirstLoop’
>>> If ’optInterpTotal==True’
|
-> If ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> user has to enter the total data length ’total’ the interpolated
data should have
-> If ’FirstLoop==False’
|
-> Take value of ’total’ from ’FirstLoop’
>>> Define spacing ’dx’ that is used for interpolation of x data
>>> Create interpolated x data ’x_interp’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global FirstLoop
global optRaw
global RawMin
global RawMax
global optInterpRange
global optInterpTotal
global InterpMin
global InterpMax
global total

if(optRaw == False and FirstLoop == True):
if(optInterpRange == False):
InterpMin = min(x)
InterpMax = decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)
if(x[0] != min(x)):
raise ValueError(’Inverse x data is NOT correct!\n’)
if(x[-1] != max(x)):
raise ValueError(’Inverse x data is NOT correct!\n’)
elif(optInterpRange == True):
print(’Available interpolation range is from ’ + "{:G}".format(min(x)) +’ T up to ’
+ "{:G}".format(max(x)) + ’ T.\n’)
InterpMin = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter min inverse magn. field for interpolation:
’))
InterpMax = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter max inverse magn. field for interpolation:
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’))
if(InterpMin < 0 or InterpMin < min(x)):
raise ValueError(’InterpMin outside allowed range!\n’)
if(InterpMax < 0 or InterpMax > max(x)):
raise ValueError(’InterpMax outside allowed range!\n’)
elif(optRaw == True and FirstLoop == True):
if(optInterpRange == False):
InterpMin = decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMax)
InterpMax = decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMin)
elif(optInterpRange == True):
print(’Available interpolation range is from ’ + "{:G}".format(decimal.Decimal(’1.0
’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMax)) +’ T up to ’+ "{:G}".format(decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/
decimal.Decimal(RawMin)) + ’ T.\n’)
InterpMin = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter min inverse magn. field for interpolation:
’))
InterpMax = decimal.Decimal(input(’Enter max inverse magn. field for interpolation:
’))
if(InterpMin < 0 or InterpMin < (decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMax))):
raise ValueError(’InterpMin outside allowed range!\n’)
if(InterpMax < 0 or InterpMax > (decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMin))):
raise ValueError(’InterpMax outside allowed range!\n’)

elif(FirstLoop == False):
InterpMin = InterpMin
InterpMax = InterpMax

d_DecFl = InterpMin - decimal.Decimal(float(InterpMin))
InterpMin = InterpMin + d_DecFl

if(optRaw == False):
MIN = min(x)
elif(optRaw == True):
MIN = decimal.Decimal(’1.0’)/decimal.Decimal(RawMax)
if(float(InterpMin) <= float(MIN)):
InterpMin = InterpMin + 2*d_DecFl

if(optInterpTotal == False):
if(FirstLoop == True):
print(’Actual number of data points is ’ + "{:G}".format(len(x)) + ’.\n’)
n
= decimal.Decimal(m.ceil(m.log(len(x),2)))
total
= decimal.Decimal(2)**n
print(’Next higher power of 2 [’ + "{:G}".format(total) + ’] will be used as number
of interpolation points.\n’)
elif(FirstLoop == False):
total = total
elif(optInterpTotal == True):
if(FirstLoop == True):
print(’Actual number of data points is ’ + "{:G}".format(len(x)) + ’.’)
total = decimal.Decimal(input(’Please enter number of data points you want to use
for interpolation: ’))
elif(FirstLoop == False):
total = total
dx
= (InterpMax - InterpMin)/total
x_interp = np.arange(InterpMin, InterpMax, dx)
return x_interp,dx
#=============================================================================#
def exec_interp(x,y,xx):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
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’exec_interp()’ executes the interpolation of the y data by using
UnivariateSpline, CubicSpline, Pchip, Akima1D & BSpline interpolation
algorithms.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
xx
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Y_UniLin,Y_UniCub,Y_CubSpl,
Y_Pchip,Y_Akim1D,Y_BSpl:
interpolated y data using different
interpolation algorithms
dY_UniLin,dY_UniCub,dY_CubSpl,
dY_Pchip,dY_Akim1D,dY_BSpl: first order derivatives of interpolated
y data
ddY_UniCub,ddY_CubSpl,
ddY_Pchip,ddY_Akim1D,ddY_BSpl: second order derivatives of interpolated
y data
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Compute interpolators for the different interpolation algorithms
>>> Compute interpolated y data
>>> Compute interpolators for the first order derivative of used
interpolation algorithms
>>> Compute interpolated first order derivative y data
>>> Compute interpolators for the second order derivative of used
interpolation algorithms
>>> Compute interpolated second order derivative y data
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
f_UniLin = UnivariateSpline(x,y, w=None,bbox=[None, None], k=1,s=0,ext=0)
f_UniCub = UnivariateSpline(x,y, w=None,bbox=[None, None], k=3,s=0,ext=0)
f_CubSpl = CubicSpline(x,y)
f_Pchip = PchipInterpolator(x,y)
f_Akim1D = Akima1DInterpolator(x,y)
tck
= splrep(x,y)
Y_UniLin
Y_UniCub
Y_CubSpl
Y_Pchip
Y_Akim1D
Y_BSpl

=
=
=
=
=
=

f_UniLin(xx)
f_UniCub(xx)
f_CubSpl(xx)
f_Pchip(xx)
f_Akim1D(xx)
splev(xx,tck)

df_UniLin = f_UniLin.derivative(n=1)
df_UniCub = f_UniCub.derivative(n=1)
df_CubSpl = f_CubSpl.derivative(nu=1)
df_Pchip = f_Pchip.derivative(nu=1)
dY_UniLin = df_UniLin(xx)
dY_UniCub = df_UniCub(xx)
dY_CubSpl = df_CubSpl(xx)
dY_Pchip = df_Pchip(xx)
dY_Akim1D = f_Akim1D.__call__(xx,nu=1)
dY_BSpl = splev(xx,tck,der=1)

ddf_UniCub = f_UniCub.derivative(n=2)
ddf_CubSpl = f_CubSpl.derivative(nu=2)
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ddf_Pchip = f_Pchip.derivative(nu=2)
ddY_UniCub = ddf_UniCub(xx)
ddY_CubSpl = ddf_CubSpl(xx)
ddY_Pchip = ddf_Pchip(xx)
ddY_Akim1D = f_Akim1D.__call__(xx,nu=2)
ddY_BSpl = splev(xx,tck,der=2)
return Y_UniLin,Y_UniCub,Y_CubSpl,Y_Pchip,Y_Akim1D,Y_BSpl, dY_UniLin,dY_UniCub,dY_CubSpl,
dY_Pchip,dY_Akim1D,dY_BSpl, ddY_UniCub,ddY_CubSpl,ddY_Pchip,ddY_Akim1D,ddY_BSpl
#=============================================================================#
def exec_CubSpl_interp(x,y,xx):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’Interp()’!
’exec_CubSpl_interp()’ executes the interpolation of the y data by using
the CubicSpline (CS) interpolation algorithm.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
xx
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Y_CubSpl: interpolated y data using CS interpolation algorithm
dY_CubSpl: first order derivative of interpolated y data
ddY_CubSpl: second order derivative of interpolated y data
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Compute interpolator for the CS interpolation algorithms
>>> Compute interpolated y data
>>> Compute interpolators for the first order derivative of used
interpolation algorithm
>>> Compute interpolated first order derivative y data
>>> Compute interpolator for the second order derivative of used
interpolation algorithm
>>> Compute interpolated second order derivative y data
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
f_CubSpl = CubicSpline(x,y)
Y_CubSpl = f_CubSpl(xx)
df_CubSpl = f_CubSpl.derivative(nu=1)
dY_CubSpl = df_CubSpl(xx)
ddf_CubSpl = f_CubSpl.derivative(nu=2)
ddY_CubSpl = ddf_CubSpl(xx)
return Y_CubSpl,dY_CubSpl,ddY_CubSpl
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def FFT(x,y,filename,fft_data_names):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a mainroutine!
Compute FFT of some input data for different window functions.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
optPad
optIntNo
totalPad
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Pcount
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
y
filename
fft_data_names
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Check if length of ’x’ & ’y’ are the same
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’ if not
>>> Define legnth of ’x’ as ’M’
>>> Get list ’yWin’ containing y data with different window functions of
length ’M’ applied to it by using subroutine ’FFT_getwin()’
>>> If ’optPad==True’
|
-> Define empty list ’YWin’
-> Append padded y data ’yWin’ to ’YWin’ by using subroutine ’pady()’
-> Delete ’yWin’
-> Define ’YWin’ as’yWin’
-> Define total length ’totalPad’ of padded y data by considering first
data array in ’yWin’
-> Pad x data ’x’ by using subroutine ’padx()’
-> If length of ’x’ & ’yWin[0]’ are not equal
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> If ’Pcount’ smaller than 1
|
-> If ’optIntNo==True’
|
-> Write padded data to output with ’write_data_pad_interp()’
-> If ’optIntNo==False’
|
-> Write padded data to output with
’write_data_pad_CubSpl_interp’
-> Raise ’Pcount’ by 1
>>> Define length of ’x’ as ’N’
>>> Compute FFT x data ’xf’
>>> Perform FFT for all differently windowed y data, i.e. elements of list
’yWin’
>>> Concatenate FFT of all these differently windowed y data in ’yf’
>>> Write FFT data ’xf’ & ’yf’ to an putput file with name ’filename’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global optPad
global optIntNo
global totalPad
global Pcount
if(len(x) != len(y)):
raise ValueError(’Interpolated x and y data arrays do not have same length so FFT
cannot be performed!\n’)
M = len(x)
yWin = FFT_getwin(M,y)

if(optPad == True):
YWin = []
for i in range(0,len(yWin)):
YWin.append(pady(yWin[i]))
del yWin
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yWin
= YWin
totalPad = len(yWin[0])
x
= padx(x)
if(len(x) != len(yWin[0])):
raise ValueError(’Padded interpolated x and y data arrays (no. %s) do not have same
length so FFT cannot be performed!\n’ %(i+1))
if(Pcount < 1):
if(optIntNo == True):
write_data_pad_interp(x,yWin)
elif(optIntNo == False):
write_data_pad_CubSpl_interp(x,yWin)
Pcount += 1
N = len(x)
xf

= np.fft.fftfreq(N,(x[1]-x[0]))

yfHamm
yfHann
yfBlack
yfKHamm
yfKHann
yfKBlack
yfKbeta9
yfKbeta10
yfKbeta11
yfKbeta12
yfKbeta13
yfKbeta14
yfKbeta15
yfKbeta16
yfTriang

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[0])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[1])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[2])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[3])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[4])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[5])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[6])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[7])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[8])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[9])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[10])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[11])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[12])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[13])/N)
abs(scfftp.fft(yWin[14])/N)

yf = np.concatenate(([yfHamm],[yfHann],[yfBlack],[yfKHamm],[yfKHann],[yfKBlack],[yfKbeta9
],[yfKbeta10],[yfKbeta11],[yfKbeta12],[yfKbeta13],[yfKbeta14],[yfKbeta15],[yfKbeta16
],[yfTriang]),axis=0)

for k in range(0,len(yf)):
f = open(filename,’w’)
f.write(’xf\tyfHamm\tyfHann\tyfBlack\tyfKHamm\tyfKHann\tyfKBlack\tyfKbeta9\tyfKbeta10\
tyfKbeta11\tyfKbeta12\tyfKbeta13\tyfKbeta14\tyfKbeta15\tyfKbeta16\tyfTriang\n’)
for n in range(0,N//2):
f.write(’%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n’ %(xf[n],
yf[0][n],yf[1][n],yf[2][n],yf[3][n],yf[4][n],yf[5][n],yf[6][n],yf[7][n],yf[8][n
],yf[9][n],yf[10][n],yf[11][n],yf[12][n],yf[13][n],yf[14][n]))
f.close()
return 0
#=============================================================================#
def FFT_getwin(N,y):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’FFT()’!
’FFT_getwin’ applies different window functions to some input y data for
FFT analysis.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
N
y
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> yWin: array containing all differently windowed y data of one
initial y data
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___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Define window functions of size ’N’, here Hamming, Hann, Blackman,
Kaiser-Bessel & Triangular window are used
>>> Apply all window functions to ’y’
>>> Collect all differently windowed ’y’ in array ’yWin’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
wHamm
= hamming(M=N)
wHann
= hann(M=N)
wBlack
= blackman(M=N)
wKHamm
= kaiser(M=N,beta=5)
wKHann
= kaiser(M=N,beta=6)
wKBlack
= kaiser(M=N,beta=8.6)
wKbeta9
= kaiser(M=N,beta=9)
wKbeta10
= kaiser(M=N,beta=10)
wKbeta11
= kaiser(M=N,beta=11)
wKbeta12
= kaiser(M=N,beta=12)
wKbeta13
= kaiser(M=N,beta=13)
wKbeta14
= kaiser(M=N,beta=14)
wKbeta15
= kaiser(M=N,beta=15)
wKbeta16
= kaiser(M=N,beta=16)
wTriang
= triang(M=N)

yHamm
yHann
yBlack
yKHamm
yKHann
yKBlack
yKbeta9
yKbeta10
yKbeta11
yKbeta12
yKbeta13
yKbeta14
yKbeta15
yKbeta16
yTriang

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

wHamm
wHann
wBlack
wKHamm
wKHann
wKBlack
wKbeta9
wKbeta10
wKbeta11
wKbeta12
wKbeta13
wKbeta14
wKbeta15
wKbeta16
wTriang

yWin = np.concatenate(([yHamm],[yHann],[yBlack],[yKHamm],[yKHann],[yKBlack],[yKbeta9],[
yKbeta10],[yKbeta11],[yKbeta12],[yKbeta13],[yKbeta14],[yKbeta15],[yKbeta16],[yTriang])
,axis=0)
return yWin
#=============================================================================#
def padx(x):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’FFT()’!
’padx()’ pads the x data to be able to later zero pad the corresponding y
data.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
FirstLoop
optPadRng
PadCount
PadRng
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> x: padded x data array
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___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Calculate spcacing ’dx’ between first two elements of ’x’
>>> If ’optPad==False’
|
-> Pad ’x’ up to twice its original length using ’dx’
>>> If ’optPad==True’
|
-> If ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> Take initially defines value for ’PadRng’ and pad ’x’ using ’dx’
up to this range
-> If ’FirstLoop==False’
|
-> Take initially defines value for ’PadRng’ and pad ’x’ using ’dx’
up to this range
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global FirstLoop
global optPadRng
global PadCount
global PadRng
dx = x[1] - x[0]
if(optPadRng == False):
for i in range(len(x),2*len(x)):
x = np.append(x,i*dx)

elif(optPadRng == True):
if(FirstLoop == True):
PadRng = PadRng
for i in range(len(x),PadRng):
x = np.append(x,i*dx)
elif(FirstLoop == False):
PadRng = PadRng
for i in range(len(x),PadRng):
x = np.append(x,i*dx)
return x
#=============================================================================#
def pady(y):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is a subroutine of the mainroutine ’FFT()’!
’pady()’ zero pads windowed y data to increase the FFT grain resolution.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
FirstLoop
optPadRng
PadyCount
PadRng
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
y
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> y: Zero padded y data
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> If ’optPadRng==False’
|
-> If ’PadyCount’ smaller than 1
|
-> Zero pad ’y’ up to twice its original length
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>>> If ’optPadRng==True’
|
-> If ’FirstLoop==True’
|
-> If ’PadyCount’ smaller than 1
|
-> user has to enter a value for ’PadRng’
-> If ’PadRng’ smaller or equal to 0
|
-> Raise ’ValueError’
-> If ’PadyCount’ smaller than 1
|
-> Display a message
-> Zero pad ’y’ up to range given by ’PadRng’
-> If ’FirstLoop==False’
|
-> Take value for ’PadRng’ from ’FirstLoop’
-> Zero pad ’y’ up to range given by ’PadRng’
>>> Raise ’PadyCount’ by 1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global FirstLoop
global optPadRng
global PadyCount
global PadRng

if(optPadRng == False):
if(PadyCount < 1):
print(’\nPadding data...\n’)
print(’y data of all derivatives will be zero padded. Number of elements of padded
data is next higher power of 2 [’ + "{:G}".format(2*len(y)) + ’].\n’)
for i in range(len(y),2*len(y)):
y = np.append(y,0)

elif(optPadRng == True):
if(FirstLoop == True):
if(PadyCount < 1):
print(’Padding data...\n’)
PadRng = int(input(’Enter wanted length of padded data: ’))
if(PadRng <= 0):
raise ValueError(’Entered length must be larger than original length of data
!\n’)
if(PadyCount < 1):
print(’y data of all derivatives will be zero padded. Number of elements of
padded data is now [’ + "{:G}".format(PadRng) + ’].\n’)
for i in range(len(y),PadRng):
y = np.append(y,0)
elif(FirstLoop == False):
PadRng = PadRng
for i in range(len(y),PadRng):
y = np.append(y,0)
PadyCount += 1
return y

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def newdir(name):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------’newdir()’ makes a new directory in the current directory where the
original data file ’filename’, used for analysis, is stored. Here all
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measured variables will be stored as separate files.
!!!REMARK: ’newdir(args)’ can ONLY be used for making a new sub-directory
in cwd for the already present raw input files obtained during
measurement
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
’file_act’ -- active input file defining name of ’newdir_name’
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
’newname’ -- name of new directory
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
--> make new directory name ’newdir_name’
--> make new directory path ’newpath’
|
-> only create ’newpath’ if directory path does not exist
--> return ’newdir_name’ fur further use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
newdir_name = name
newpath
= r’./%s’ %newdir_name
if not os.path.exists(newpath):
os.makedirs(newpath)
return newpath,newdir_name

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def set_FirstLoop():
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------After completeing the first loop of the code the boolean ’FirstLoop’ is set
to ’False’ to indicate that parts of the code are not run for the first
time.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
FirstLoop
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Set ’FirstLoop’ to ’False’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global FirstLoop
FirstLoop = False
return 0

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def raise_Fcount():
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Used to indicate at which file of all files is used by this code.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
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Fcount
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Fcount: See definition under section ’PARAMETERS’
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Raise ’Fcount’ by 1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global Fcount
Fcount += 1
return Fcount

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def write_data_u(data):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Writes the unique, same-field-averaged data ’data_u’ to an output file
named ’data_unique.dat’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
data
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Open output file ’data_unique.dat’
>>> Write elements from ’data’ to ’data_unique.dat’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
g = open(’data_unique.dat’,’w’)
g.write(’x_u\ty_avg\n’)
for i in range(len(data[0])):
g.write(’%s\t%s\n’ %(data[0][i],data[1][i]))
g.close()
return 0

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def write_data_interp(data):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Writes the interpolated data to an output file named ’data_interp.dat’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
data
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Open output file ’data_interp.dat’
>>> Write elements from ’data’ to ’data_interp.dat’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
h = open(’data_interp.dat’,’w’)
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h.write(’X_interp\tY_UniLin\tY_UniCub\tY_CubSpl\tY_Pchip\tY_Akim1D\tY_BSpl\tdY_UniLin\
tdY_UniCub\tdY_CubSpl\tdY_Pchip\tdY_Akim1D\tdY_BSpl\tddY_UniCub\tddY_CubSpl\tddY_Pchip
\tddY_Akim1D\tddY_BSpl\n’)
for i in range(len(data[0])):
h.write(’%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n’ %(
data[0][i],data[1][i],data[2][i],data[3][i],data[4][i],data[5][i],data[6][i],data
[7][i],data[8][i],data[9][i],data[10][i],data[11][i],data[12][i],data[13][i],data
[14][i],data[15][i],data[16][i],data[17][i]))
h.close()
return 0
#=============================================================================#
def write_data_CubSpl_interp(data):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Writes the interpolated data to an output file named ’data_CS_interp.dat’
when only CS interpolation was used.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
data
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Open output file ’data_CS_interp.dat’
>>> Write elements from ’data’ to ’data_CS_interp.dat’
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
h = open(’data_CS_interp.dat’,’w’)
h.write(’X_interp\tY_CubSpl\tdY_CubSpl\tddY_CubSpl\n’)
for i in range(len(data[0])):
h.write(’%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n’ %(data[0][i],data[1][i],data[2][i],data[3][i]))
h.close()
return 0
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def write_data_pad_interp(x,yPWI):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Writes the padded, windowed & interpolated data to an output file named
’data_PWI.dat’.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
yPWI
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Open output file ’data_PWI.dat’
>>> Write ’x’ & ’yPWI’ to ’data_PWI.dat’
___________________________________________________________________________
NOTES: PWI stands for Padded, Windowed, Interpolated data
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
filename = ’data_PWI.dat’
k = open(filename,’w’)
k.write(’XP_interp\tdYP_UniLin\tdYP_UniCub\tdYP_CubSpl\tdYP_Pchip\tdYP_Akim1D\tdYP_BSpl\n’
)
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for i in range(len(x)):
k.write(’%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\t%s\n’ %(x[i],yPWI[0][i],yPWI[1][i],yPWI[2][i],yPWI[3][
i],yPWI[4][i],yPWI[4][i]))
k.close()
return 0
#=============================================================================#
def write_data_pad_CubSpl_interp(x,yPWI):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Writes the padded, windowed & interpolated data to an output file named
’data_CS_PWI.dat’ when only CS interpolation was used.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
x
yPWI
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Open output file ’data_CS_PWI.dat’
>>> Write ’x’ & ’yPWI’ to ’data_CS_PWI.dat’
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
filename = ’data_CS_PWI.dat’
k = open(filename,’w’)
k.write(’XP_interp\tdYP_CubSpl\n’)
for i in range(len(x)):
k.write(’%s\t%s\n’ %(x[i],yPWI[0][i]))
k.close()
return 0
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def make_log(dx):
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This function makes a log file with name ’logname’ in which the values of
global paramters are stored after the code has finished. In this way the
code keeps track of the parameter values used.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
timestr
optIntNo
optRaw
RawMin
RawMax
optInterpRange
optInterpTotal
InterpMin
InterpMax
total
optPad
optPadRng
PadRng
>>> LOCAL PARAMETERS
dx
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
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ROUTINE:
>>> Define name of log file ’logname’
>>> Write values of global parameters into log file
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global timestr
global optIntNo
global optRaw
global RawMin
global RawMax
global optInterpRange
global optInterpTotal
global InterpMin
global InterpMax
global total
global optPad
global optPadRng
global PadRng
logname = ’FFT_Orig_log_’ + timestr + ’.txt’
a = open(logname,’w’)
a.write(’optIntNo\t%s\noptRaw\t%s\nRawMin\t%s\nRawMax\t%s\noptInterpRange\t%s\
noptInterpTotal\t%s\nInterpMin\t%s\nInterpMax\t%s\nspacing\t%s\ntotal\t%s\noptPad\t%s\
noptPadRng\t%s\nPadRng\t%s\ntotalPad\t%s\n’ %(optIntNo,optRaw,RawMin,RawMax,
optInterpRange,optInterpTotal,InterpMin,InterpMax,dx,total,optPad,optPadRng,PadRng,
totalPad))
a.close()
return 0

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
#=============================================================================#
def main():
"""
--------------------------------------------------------------------------This is the main function of this code that calls all the other functions/
main routines defined above.
___________________________________________________________________________
INPUT:
>>> GLOBAL PARAMETERS
optPad
optIntNo
___________________________________________________________________________
OUTPUT:
>>> Standard output 0 to signal that this function did everything as
was intended
___________________________________________________________________________
ROUTINE:
>>> Get the time to define a ’starttime’
>>> Get the path of the directory where this python code is located at and
called it ’main working directory’ (’mwd’)
>>> Define an empty list ’Filenames_ls’
>>> Get all ’Filepaths’ that are in ’mwd’
|
-> Get the extensions ’ext’ of all files in ’mwd’
-> If ’ext==.dat’
|
-> Append this filename ’Filenames’ to the list ’Filenames_ls’
>>> Loop over elements of ’Filenames_ls’
|
-> Print number of file giv en by ’Fcount’ and its file name ’Fname’
-> Make a new directory name ’dirname’
-> Create a new directory ’newdir_name’ & corresponding path ’newpath’
based on ’dirname’ by using the function ’newdir()’
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-> Initialise ’x’ & ’y’ with the function ’init_xy()’
-> Change the directory from ’mwd’ to ’newpath’
-> Compute unique, same-field-averaged data ’data_u’, compute
interpolated data ’data_interp & spacing of inverse data points
’dx_inv’
-> Write ’data_u’ to output with the function ’write_data_u()’
-> If ’optIntNo==True’
|
-> Write interpolated data ’data_interp’ to output with the function
’write_data_interp()’
-> Define list ’data_interp_names’ that contains the names of
differently interpolated data & the derivatives up to second
order
-> Select a certain number of elements of ’data_interp_names’ for
which FFT analysis is to be performed & call it ’fft_data_names’
-> If ’optIntNo==False’
|
-> Write interpolated data ’data_interp’ to output with the function
’write_data_CubSpl_interp()’
-> Define list ’data_interp_names’ that contains the names of
interpolated data & the derivatives up to second order
-> Select a certain number of elements of ’data_interp_names’ for
which FFT analysis is to be performed & call it ’fft_data_names’
-> Loop over elements of ’fft_data_names’
|
-> Define the name output file as ’filename’ where FFT analysis
results are stored
-> Define x data for FFT analysis
-> Define y data for FFT analysis
-> Perform FFT analysis with ’FFT()’
-> Change ’FirstLoop’ from ’True’ to ’False’ with function
’set_FirstLoop()’
-> Raise value of ’Fcount’ by one with function ’raise_Fcount()’
-> Make log file with function ’make_log()’
-> Change current directory back to ’mwd’
>>> Again, get the time to define an ’executetime’, i.e. computational time
needed to completely run this python code
--------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
global optPad
global optIntNo
print(’\nStarting analysis of data.’)
starttime=time.time()
mwd

= os.getcwd()

Filenames_ls = []
Filepaths = glob.glob(mwd + ’/*’)
for fp in Filepaths:
ext
= os.path.splitext(fp)[-1].lower()
if(ext == ’.dat’):
Filenames = os.path.basename(fp)
Filenames_ls.append(Filenames)

for Fname in Filenames_ls:
print(’\n\nReading data from file number %s: %s\n’ %(Fcount,Fname))
dirname
= Fname + ’_Output_’ + timestr
newpath,newdir_name = newdir(dirname)

print(’Initializing data...\n’)
x,y
= init_xy(Fname)
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os.chdir(newpath)

print(’Interpolating data...\n’)
data_u,data_interp,dx_inv = Interp(x,y)

print(’Writing unique and interpolated data to files...\n’)
write_data_u(data_u)

if(optIntNo == True):
write_data_interp(data_interp)
data_interp_names = [’X_interp’,’Y_UniLin’,’Y_UniCub’,’Y_CubSpl’,’Y_Pchip’,’
Y_Akim1D’,’Y_BSpl’,’dY_UniLin’,’dY_UniCub’,’dY_CubSpl’,’dY_Pchip’,’dY_Akim1D’,’
dY_BSpl’,’ddY_UniCub’,’ddY_CubSpl’,’ddY_Pchip’,’ddY_Akim1D’,’ddY_BSpl’]
fft_data_names = data_interp_names[7:13]
elif(optIntNo == False):
write_data_CubSpl_interp(data_interp)
data_interp_names = [’X_interp’,’Y_CubSpl’,’dY_CubSpl’,’ddY_CubSpl’]
fft_data_names = [data_interp_names[2]]

print(’Performing FFT analysis...’)
for i in range(0,len(fft_data_names)):
filename
= ’data_fft_’ + fft_data_names[i] + ’.dat’
data_x
= data_interp[0]
data_y
= data_interp[i+1+len(fft_data_names)]
FFT(data_x,data_y,filename,fft_data_names[i])

set_FirstLoop()
raise_Fcount()
make_log(dx_inv)
os.chdir(mwd)

executetime = time.time() - starttime
print(’Analysis done in %s sec.\n’ %executetime)
return 0

###############################################################################
###############################################################################
###############################################################################
"""
#===============================MAIN=====CALL=================================#
"""
#=============================================================================#
if(__name__ == ’__main__’):
main()
#=======================END==========OF==========CODE=========================#
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Appendix B

Additional Experimental Results
of ZrSiS and HfSiS
In this part of the appendix extra information is given regarding the magnetic oscillation
(MO) studies of ZrSiS and HfSiS. Note that no further detailed analysis is given as all
information needed can be found in the main text.

B.1

Angle Dependency of de Haas-van Alphen Oscillations in ZrSiS

Figure B.1.0.1 (a) shows the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS in the measured voltage signal of the
analog capacitance bridge at a temperature of 1.25 K. The dHvA oscillations are measured
via capacitive magnetometry employing the cantilever magneto-torque method, described in
2. The sample is placed 3 cm away from the field centre, resulting in a small magnetic field
gradient and a scaling factor of 0.98599 for the actual applied magnetic field at the ZrSiS
sample. Magnetic fields up to 16 T at the field centre are used. The angle of rotation is called
✓. ✓ = 0 is defined as the angle where the Hall probe has its maximum value. For clarity,
only the ✓ = 0 curve is shown up to a magnetic field of approximately µ0 H ⇡ 15.8 T. It can
be seen that the signal consists out of multiple dHvA oscillations. The frequency components
that are present range from low (order of T) to high (order of kT). There are two labels (I)
and (II) marking two di↵erent magnetic field ranges that are shown in figure B.1.0.1 (b)
and B.1.0.1 (c), respectively. The magnetic field range labelled with (I) shows the dHvA
oscillations between 7 T and 10 T, where also the the onset of the high frequency dHvA
oscillations can be seen. The (II) labelled magnetic field range shows the nature of the high
frequency dHvA oscillations between 13.5 T and 15.8 T.
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(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure B.1.0.1: (a) Measured dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS for ✓ = 0 at a temperature of T = 1.25 K.
(b) Magnified signal of (a) between 7 T and 10 T. (c) Magnified signal of (a) between 13.5 T and
15.8 T.
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B.2

Temperature Dependency of de Haas-van Alphen
and Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations in ZrSiS

In figure B.2.0.1 (a) the temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS is shown
for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 0.3 K, 6 K, 10 K, and 30 K.. The dHvA oscillations
are measured in a Bitter magnet via capacitive magnetometry using the cantilever magnetotorque method. Magnetic fields up to 35 T at the field centre are used for these measurements.
The sample is placed 4 cm away from the field centre resulting in a magnetic field gradient
and a scaling factor of approximately 0.94 for the actual applied magnetic field at the ZrSiS
sample. There are four labels (I), (II), (III), and (IV) marking four di↵erent magnetic
field ranges that are shown in figure B.2.0.1 (b). The magnetic field range labelled with (I)
shows a magnification of the dHvA oscillations between 0.25 T and 2.50 T. (II) shows a
magnification of the dHvA oscillations between 2.5 T and 9 T. (III) shows a magnification
of the dHvA oscillations between 17.5 T and 27.5 T. Lastly, (IV) shows a magnification of
the dHvA oscillations between 27.6 T and 33.0 T. In (III) and (IV) the nature of the high
frequency oscillations can be seen.
In figure B.2.0.2 (a) the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations superimposed on
the magnetoresistance (MR) in ZrSiS is shown for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 0.39 K, 25
K, 60 K, and 90 K. The measurements are performed in the field centre of a Bitter magnet
with fields up to 31 T and by using the lock-in amplifier method. For the measurements
an AC excitation current with a frequency of f0 = 13 Hz and an amplitude of 1 mA was
applied. There are four labels (I), (II), (III), and (IV) marking four di↵erent magnetic
field ranges that are shown in figure B.2.0.2 (b). The magnetic field range labelled with
(I) shows a magnification of the SdH oscillations between 0 T and 3.5 T. (II) shows a
magnification of the SdH oscillations between 6.4 T and 10.6 T. (III) shows a magnification
of the SdH oscillations between 20.4 T and 25 T. Lastly, (IV) shows a magnification of the
SdH oscillations between 28 T and 31 T. In (I) the quadratic nature of the MR derived in the
framework of kinetic theory can be seen. (II) the onset of the high frequency components
can be seen at approximately 9.5 T. In (III) and (IV) the nature of the high frequency
oscillations can be seen.
Note that all temperature curves are measured with the magnetic field H being applied
parallel to the c-axis of the samples.
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(II)

(a)

(b)
Figure B.2.0.1: (a) Measured dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 0.3
K, 6 K, 10 K, and 30 K. (b) Four di↵erent magnetic field ranges, labelled as (I), (II), (III), and
(IV), showing a magnification of the dHvA oscillations of (a).
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(b)
Figure B.2.0.2: (a) Measured SdH oscillations in ZrSiS for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 0.39 K,
25 K, 60 K, and 90 K. (b) Four di↵erent magnetic field ranges, labelled as (I), (II), (III), and
(IV), showing a magnification of the SdH oscillations of (a).
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Figure B.2.0.3 shows the complete low frequency regime obtained from the FFT analysis of
the temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations in ZrSiS. The FFT spectra of the temperature curves of the dHvA oscillations have been computed with the self-written python
code FFTGen.py. The magnetic field range used for the computation of all FFT spectra of
the dHvA oscillations is given by µ0 Hmin = 0.719 T and µ0 Hmax = 32.600 T. The number of
points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 1048576
and after applying a Hann window to the data Nz = 1287571 zeros are padded to the data.

Figure B.2.0.3: Low frequency regime of the full temperature dependency of the dHvA oscillations
in ZrSiS. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 0.719 T to µ0 Hmax = 32.600 T.
The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp =
1048576. A Hann window is used and Nz = 1287571 zeros are padded.

Figure B.2.0.3 shows the complete low frequency regime obtained from the FFT analysis of
the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in ZrSiS. The FFT spectra of the temperature curves of the SdH oscillations that have been computed with the self-written python
code FFTGen.py are considered. For the computed FFT spectra of the SdH oscillations a
magnetic field range from µ0 Hmin = 2.50 T to µ0 Hmax = 30.55 T is used. The number of
points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp = 262144.
After interpolation a Hann window is applied to the data and Nz = 689548 zeros are padded
afterwards.
A magnification of the peaks of both MOs corresponding to 2 and 2↵ can be seen in figure
B.2.0.5. Panels (1) and (2) depict the temperature dependencies of these two peaks obtained
from dHvA measurements. Panels (3) and (4) show the peaks obtained from SdH measurements. The normalized amplitudes obtained from the dHvA and SdH measurements of a
peak are shown in panels (5) and (6) together with the respective Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) fits
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Figure B.2.0.4: Low frequency regime of the full temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations
in ZrSiS. The FFT is computed for a field range from µ0 Hmin = 2.50 T to µ0 Hmax = 30.55 T.
The number of points used for interpolation using a Cubic Spline interpolation algorithm is Nintp =
262144. A Hann window is used and Nz = 689548 zeros are padded.

for both measurements over the full temperature range. The obtained cyclotron masses are
summarised in table B.1.
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(1)

(3)

(5)

(2)

(4)

(6)

Figure B.2.0.5: Magnifications of the peaks corresponding to 2 and 2↵ (from top to bottom). On
the left side, (1) and (2), the dHvA temperature dependency is shown. In the middle, (3) - (4), the
SdH temperature dependency is shown. On the right, (5) - (6), the normalized amplitudes of the
peaks obtained from dHvA (red) and SdH (black) oscillations. The LK fits are shown in blue for the
dHvA oscillation and in green for the SdH oscillations. The extracted values of the cyclotron mass
m can be found in table B.1.

Peak
2
2↵

m/m0 (dHvA)
0.05
-

m/m0 (SdH)
0.06
0.24

Table B.1: Ratio of the cyclotron mass m to the free electron mass m0 for 2 and 2↵ extracted from
the FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the dHvA and the SdH oscillations by performing
an LK fit.
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B.3

Temperature Dependency of Shubnikov-de Haas Oscillations in HfSiS

MR

In figure B.3.0.1 (a) the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS is shown
for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 1.3 K, 15 K, 32 K, and 80 K. The measurements are
performed in the field centre of a Bitter magnet with fields up to 31 T and by using the lockin amplifier method. For the measurements an AC excitation current with a frequency of
f0 = 13 Hz and an amplitude of 1 mA was applied. There are four labels (I), (II), (III), and

MR
MR

MR

MR

(a)

(b)
Figure B.3.0.1: (a) Measured SdH oscillations in ZrSiS for four di↵erent temperatures, i.e. 1.3 K,
15 K, 32 K, and 80 K. (b) Four di↵erent magnetic field ranges, labelled as (I), (II), (III), and
(IV), showing a magnification of the SdH oscillations of (a).

(IV) marking four di↵erent magnetic field ranges that are shown in figure B.3.0.1 (b). The
magnetic field range labelled with (I) shows a magnification of the SdH oscillations between
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0 T and 5.1 T. (II) shows a magnification of the SdH oscillations between 6.7 T and 13.6
T. (III) shows a magnification of the SdH oscillations between 15.9 T and 22.2 T. Lastly,
(IV) shows a magnification of the SdH oscillations between 24.9 T and 31 T. In (I) the
quadratic nature of the magnetoresistance (MR) derived in the framework of kinetic theory
can be seen. (II) the onset of the high frequency components can be seen at approximately
9.5 T. In (III) and (IV) the nature of the high frequency oscillations can be seen.
Note that all temperature curves are measured with the magnetic field H being applied
parallel to the c-axis of the samples.
A magnification of the peak that could correspond to the expected low frequency peak, and
the 2↵ peak can be seen in figure B.3.0.2 (a) and (b), respectively. B.3.0.2 (c) shows the
normalized amplitudes obtained from the SdH measurements of the 2↵ peak with its LK fit.
The obtained cyclotron mass of 2↵ is shown in table B.2.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure B.3.0.2: Magnifications of (a) the peak that could correspond to the expected low frequency
peak, and (b) the 2↵ of the SdH temperature dependency in HfSiS. The normalized amplitudes (black
obtained from the SdH oscillation and the LK fit (blue) of the 2↵ peak are shown in (c). The extracted
cyclotron mass of the 2↵ peak can be seen in table B.2.

Peak
2↵

m/m0 (SdH)
0.34

Table B.2: Ratio of the cyclotron mass m to the free electron mass m0 for 2↵ extracted from the
FFT spectra of the temperature dependency of the SdH oscillations in HfSiS by performing an LK
fit.
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